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Introduction
Smart City has within the last 10 years in urban debates and 
discourses cities and urban development become a very hot topic. 
As an ambiguous umbrella term Smart City broadly speaking 
annotates the usage of technologies and data in urban solutions 
for grand challenges, such as sustainability, climate change, 
resource scarcity, energy security, inequality, civic involvement and 
participation etc. that we face in an increasingly urbanised world. 
Large international corporations, politicians, government officials, 
policy makers, technologists have primarily been the one’s advancing 
the notion of Smart City. The early images and realisations of the 
Smart City have been proposed by corporations such as Cisco, IBM, 
Microsoft, Siemens, Google, HP etc. in the form of urban operations 
systems, high-precision control centres, smart energy grids and 
sentient sensor environments. Such top-down managerial visions 
of Smart City revolve around technology, ubiquitous computing and 
radical interconnectedness that promise to empower city managers 
with effective tools for monitoring, adapting and optimising urban 
processes, flows and resource usage in real time. This newly formed 
industry for Smart Cities, Big Data and Internet of Things solutions 
have been prophesised to be the next big multi billion market that will 
grow in the coming years. 
These top-down and corporate approaches to Smart City has, 
however, also received critique for being overly focused on 
optimisation, security and economic growth and too little focused 
on creating cities and living environments first and foremost for the 
people that inhabit them (Greenfield 2013, Townsend 2014, Sassen 
2012). Notably architect and urban scholar Rem Koolhaas has openly 
spoken against such approaches to Smart Cities. In an address to 
the European commission he has stated that: 
The smart-city movement is an increasingly crowded field, 
and its protagonists strive to prove their worth by identifying 
a multiplicity of disasters that can now be averted by the 
application of digital technology. The effects of climate 
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(from the conference “Smart City - smarte kommuner, bæredygtige byer”, 
Jan 2015)
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MIMMI installation, Harvard GSD
Hello Lamp Post project
change, an aging population, decaying infrastructure, 
the provision of water and energy-all are problems for 
which smart cities promise answers. These solutions 
are marketed through cute icons of urban life, cohering 
into perfect diagrams in which citizens and businesses 
are surrounded by multiplying bubbles of control. 
Apocalyptic scenarios will be managed and mitigated 
by sensor-based responses; mundane issues, hidden 
from view, will be brought to our attention and redressed 
automatically-fix leaky pipes, save millions. Every problem 
solved, no matter how negligible, will save millions. Yet 
the commercial motivation behind the relentless pursuit 
of efficiency and optimization has the perverse effect of 
impoverishing the very entity it is supposed to serve. With 
safety and security as selling points, the city is becoming 
vastly less adventurous and more predictable. 
(Koolhaas 2015, p. 2).
Koolhaas is indeed sceptic of the huge technology focus in 
the debates on the development of our future cities. This, one 
might fear, is gradually shifting the discussion on urban value 
towards efficiency, technology and control rather than qualities 
of space, experiences and livability. Columbia professor Saskia 
Sassen has framed this challenged that a technology focused, 
corporate-lead and top-down approach potentially pose very 
well, as she writes: 
“the biggest challange is more conceptual: it is the need 
to a design system that puts all that technology truly at the 
service of the inhabitants, and not the other way around: 
the inhabitants as incidental users” (Sassen 2012, p. 12)
Besides from the corporate vision of the Smart City, there are 
also other approaches in which new ICT technologies and 
data generation/feedback is integrated into the urban fabric 
and everyday practices supporting digital and spatial urban 
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processes of participation, involvement, democracy but also 
affording new experiences, social communities and functions. The 
aim of these bottom-up and people-centered approaches is, as 
opposed to the corporate vision of the fine-tuned and optimised 
city-as-a-machine, to make making cities and urban spaces more 
relevant, livable and attractive to its users, and to encourage and 
offer new venues for participation, community and ownership. 
By crudely depicting Smart City from these opposing perspectives 
we might gain an analytical compass to navigate in the growing 
Smart City landscape within urban planning, development and 
design. However, we should be careful not to overlook the fact 
that many of the urban technology and data-infused strategies, 
experiments, tests, and prototypes that are being created under the 
broad heading of Smart City today are hybrids of both top-down and 
bottom-up approaches, they transcend scale and strive to achieve 
multiple objectives. Broadly speaking then, to accommdate this we 
might adopt Townend’s inclusive definition of Smart City as: 
‘places where information technology is combined with 
infrastructure, architecture, everyday objects and even our 
bodies to address social, economic and environmental 
problems’
(Townsend 2014)
Using this definition as a starting point we have in this urban design 
studio focused on what new technologies and data might have to 
offer to design professionals involved in city making such as urban 
designers and architects. Hence, we have tried to think of Smart 
City, not only as a way of rationalising and optimising the city and 
its complex processes, but as a mix of top-down and bottom-up 
approaches and as a way of creating more attractive, liveable and 
participatory physical urban environments for its inhabitants.
Simon Wind
Studio coordinator, SUF MSc02 URB F2016
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The site and studio setup 
In the studio we have sought to understand of how novel sensor and 
tracking technologies, interactive media and responsive environments, 
mobile and digital network technologies might inform and aid urban 
design and advance creation of functional, attractive and responsive 
urban spaces as meaningful places in people’s everyday lives.
The site
The physical site that has formed a case for this studio is a 55 ha 
brownfield waterfront area called Stigsborg Harbourfront in the inner 
city of Aalborg, Denmark. The area, now owned by the municipality of 
Aalborg, is a former industrial site that has housed heavy and polluting 
industry for many years. Although most structures and buildings have 
been removed, the public accessibility to the area is inadequate and 
in many places still restricted by physical and natural barriers. As of 
now, there are almost no public functions and programs on the site 
and therefore citizens of Aalborg have little knowledge of the area and 
the municipality’s future plans. As part of paving the way for the future 
development on Stigsborg Harbourfront, there is a need to open 
the area, make it accessible to the public and create programs and 
experiences that can facilitate the construction of a new identity and 
sense of place for the area. To kick start this, the municipality wishes 
to formulate a strategy for temporal structures and uses in the area.
The first event in this process is the 2017 DGI-games (an annual 
Danish gymnastics event) which will be hosted by the city of Aalborg. 
In these gymnastic and sports games over 20.000 participants living 
in tents at different sites in Aalborg. Stigsborg Harbourfront will be one 
of these housing 5-7000 participants. During the one-week games a 
lot of temporary facilities for different purposes will be needed. Some 
of these facilities might stay for a duration as small spots or landmarks 
to encourage the initiating phases of discussing and planning 
the future use of the whole area and in doing so partaking the in 
overall transformation of the understanding and identity of Stigsborg 
Harbourfront.
The assignment
Through a series of lectures and workshops the students have been 
working on the development of conceptual urban space designs 
accommodating temporary activities, facilitating social interaction 
and advancing placemaking processes. In creating these solutions 
the students have considered how temporal platforms/physical 
interventions in a long term perspective can increase public 
accessibility and awareness of Stigsborg Harbourfront as well as aid 
placemaking processes and transformation of identity. Furthermore 
in addition to this, in a short term perspective the student have 
considered how their designs can integrate with the existing plans 
and needs of the area functioning as a major tent camp during the 
DGI-games in summer of 2017. The key question that have initiated 
the students’ work is:
“Through the use of temporal structures and technologies how is it 
possible to create design interventions at Stigsborg Harbourfront that 
takes part in placemaking, facilitates appropriation/local ownership/
social community and/or new experiences?”  
In answering this question the students was tasked with two 
interrelating objectives: 
• Objective 1 “Strategy”: Based on analysis the area, the students are 
to develop an overall temporality strategy for Stigsborg Harbourfront 
that involve new technology, local citizens/businesses/organisations 
and cultural, social, informative, educational and/or recreational 
programs.
• Objective 2 “Design intervention”: With point of departure in this 
strategy, the students are to develop conceptual designs solutions of 
the actual physical temporal platforms.
The students have been working in groups of 4-6 for making temporary 
strategies (objective 1) and individually for making conceptual 
designs solutions.
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F2016 MSc02 SUF
Assemblage
Umbrellium
(project group)
Assemblance is a collaborative immersive environment filled with three-dimensional interactive light-structures sculpted by 
people’s gestures and movements.
The challenge in today’s dynamic urban environments is to develop interfaces that enable collaborative design, building and 
reconfiguration of space on the fly through responsive technologies. In Assemblance, a fully immersive interactive virtual 
environment made ‘real’ by using light much like a physical material, the aim is to structure participation in order to build trust 
between people who must sometimes suspend disbelief in order to cooperate and co-exist.
http://umbrellium.co.uk/initiatives/assemblance/
F2016 MSc02 SUF
THE BINOCULARS
Tellart & Google
simon
Tellart and Google Creative Lab created the Binoculars to mark 
the 40th birthday of the Sydney Opera House. As the youngest 
of over 1000 UNESCO World Heritage Sites, we wanted to “in-
vite its friends to the party.” Expecting a universally familiar tour-
ist experience, visitors are instead transported to sister sites in 
faraway lands–a stunning reminder of human accomplishment 
and the natural beauty of our world.
http://www.tellart.com/project/binoculars/#12
F2016 MSc02 SUF
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F2016 MSc02 SUF
Burble
Umbrellium
simon
Open Burble is an enormous mass-participation spectacle that enables participants to design and fly an 18-storey tall inter-
active structure that transforms the urban skyline.
In Open Burble, members of the public come together to compose, assemble and control an immense rippling inflatable 
form that changes colour in response to the crowd interacting below. This massive structure, the form of which the public 
has themselves designed, exists at such a large scale that it is able to compete visually in an urban context with the sky-
scrapers that surround it.
Burble is about 200 ft tall and is constructed from a set of 140 modular and configurable carbon-fibre units approx. 2m in 
diameter. Each unit is supported by 7 extra-large helium balloons, for a total of about 1000 individual balloons, which contain 
sensors, LEDs and microcontrollers, enabling balloons and units to coordinate and create patterns of colour that ripple up 
towards the sky.
http://umbrellium.co.uk/initiatives/citizen-engage-
ment-spectacles/#open-burble
F2016 MSc02 SUF
Hello Lamppost
PAN Studio, Tom Amitage, Gyorgyl Galik
simon
Hello Lamp Post is an experimental, city-wide platform for play. This is an opportunity to rediscover 
your local environment, share your memories of the city and uncover the stories that other people 
leave behind. Hello Lamp Post encourages you to look at the city with fresh eyes and engage with 
systems we take for granted. This is a chance to slow down, reflect and give yourself permission to 
play.
Hello Lamp Post is an interactive system that gives everyone in Bristol a new tool to talk with each 
other, through prompts and questions - all facilitated by the city’s physical infrastructure. By referenc-
ing the thousands of pre-existing identifier codes that label items of street furniture across the whole 
city, players can send text messages to particular objects, including (but not limited to) lamp posts, 
post boxes, bollards, manholes, bins, or telegraph poles.
http://www.hellolamppost.co.uk13
F2016 MSc02 SUF
MIMMI CLOUD
Harvard GSD REAL
simon
MIMMI (Minneapolis Interactive Macro-Mood Installation) was an interactive urban intervention at the Minneapolis Convention Center on display over the summer of 2013. 
MIMMI was designed as an emotional gateway to Minneapolis, bringing residents and visitors together to experience – and participate in – the collective mood of the city. 
MIMMI connected the virtual and physical layers of the community, while proposing a new model for public space that could reinforce and augment the serendipitous gath-
erings that have characterized urban life for millennia. In a time when people can be instantaneously connected with each other anywhere in the world, while simultaneously 
distanced from those physically closest to us, MIMMI questioned this paradox by merging the virtual and physical layers of the community. on display over the summer of 
2013. MIMMI was designed as an emotional gateway to Minneapolis, bringing residents and visitors together to experience – and participate in – the collective mood of the 
city. MIMMI connected the virtual and physical layers of the community, while proposing a new model for public space that could reinforce and augment the serendipitous 
gatherings that have characterized urban life for millennia. In a time when people can be instantaneously connected with each other anywhere in the world, while simultane-
ously distanced from those physically closest to us, MIMMI questioned this paradox by merging the virtual and physical layers of the community.
MIMMI’s cloud-like inflated fabric form hovered 30 feet above the ground from cables and slender steel posts, making it visible from several blocks away. MIMMI analyzed 
emotive language in real-time from Twitter and broadcast it back to the city through an abstracted colorful light display as well as interactive misting behavior depending 
on the community’s emotions and activity. Whether the city was elated leading into a long holiday weekend or frustrated from the evening commute, MIMMI reflected these 
emotional fluctuations. Physical visitors to the plaza formed an integral part of MIMMI’s behavior, too, as they were able to interact with and affect MIMMI’s behavior though 
physical motion. Visitors physically or online were given a new way to experience the city as its mood fluctuated along the color spectrum.
As our digital technologies are challenging designers to reconsider urban spaces and social norms, what takes place in our public squares increasingly affects what happen 
online and vice versa. MIMMI was a call to embrace this opportunity and more fully bring together our physical and virtual communities.
https://vimeo.com/118301604
F2016 MSc02 SUF
PIXLDANCE
Interactive Spaces Lab
Simon
PIXLDANCE has been part of an experiment working with the urban space in new ways, transforming the space around us into a 
form of “exterior body” of ourselves.
The installation invites you to walk into one of the large constructions. 
You are now greeted by a soundscape reacting on the moves you make – the use of your body actually makes the atmosphere 
change, 1:1.
Could we imagine the future urban scenario to offer new digital landmarks and surfaces? New areas, without physical walls, defined 
only by light- and soundscapes surrounding you?
Does interactive installations challenge people to act differently in the public space? Motivating people to use their body in new 
ways? Bringing people together?
PIXLDANCE is a permanent installation being a part of the project “a great detour” commissioned by Real Dania and Lokale- og 
Anlægsfonden. The aim of the project is to encourage young people, who has grown up in “the digital age”, to get out and use their 
body and mind in the urban space.
The installation is developed by Interactive Spaces, a part of the Alexandra institute (Liselott Stenfeldt, Claus Møller and Kaj Grøn-
bæk), in cooperation with light- and sounddesigner Rune Wehner and digital designer Tobias Ebsen.
It has been completed in close dialogue with Roskilde festival, Roskilde municipality and Bymusen.
https://vimeo.com/3872513014
F2016 MSc02 SUF
SwingScape
the Alexandra Institute - Roskile Events & Consult A/S
Interactive installations
Group 4. 
SwingScape was designed in relation to a winter festival in February 
2010 in Roskilde. SwingScape is an interactive installation that comes 
into play at the visitor’s physical activities. The installation invites 
people into an activity which most of us know from our childhood – 
to swing.
link to project: http://www.interactivespaces.net/projects/
project.php?SwingScape 
F2016 MSc02 SUF
NORDLYS
the Alexandra Institute
Interactive installations
Group 4. 
En mennesketom plads i Horsens blev forvandlet til et område med 
liv, bevægelse, lys, lyd og øget handel, da Alexandra Instituttets inter-
aktive byrumstiltag Nordlys blev rejst på et af byens centrale torve.
Nordlys er en interaktiv lyd- og lysinstallation, som er designet til at 
sprede en rolig og afslappende stemning på pladsen, hvor den står. 
Installationen består af fem gynger, der aktiverer både lyd og lys, når 
de bruges.
link to project: http://elverdal.dk/ny-spaendende-samarbej-
de.html
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F2016 MSc02 SUF
Seventh Sense
Anarchy Dance Theatre and Ultra Combos
Interactive installations
Group 4. 
The collaborative project between Anarchy Dance Theatre and Ultra 
Combos focused on building up a new viewer centered performance 
venue. In this space all movements including the dancers’ and audi-
ence’s can be detected and interact with each other through visual 
effect. The audience is not merely watching the show but actively 
participating in it.
 Seventh Sense combines new media and dance to present a won-
derful space atmosphere.  The elements of interaction, theater and 
dance are rubbed in to a successful balance.  by  Sakai Naoki
link to project: http://anarchydancetheatre.org/en/project/
seventh-sense/
F2016 MSc02 SUF
Urban Canvas
Confederation of Danish IndustryInteractive installations
Group 4. 
Urban Canvas allows by-passers at the busy town square to interact 
with the facade by using their smartphones. By simply entering a 
mobile website, users can paint on the facade by swiping their finger 
across the touch screen of their smart phone, instantly painting with 
light on a 4,000 m2 urban canvas. Multiple users can use the system 
simultaneously; creating a busy and playful collaborative artwork 
that keeps on changing.
The ‘Urban Canvas’ was developed in dialogue with DI and implemented for the 
first time at ‘Culture Night 2013’ in Copenhagen. More than 2,500 citizens stopped 
by the central Town Hall Square and painted with light on the facade. 
link to project:http://kollision.dk/en/urban-canvas
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F2016 MSc02 SUF
The Official New York City Information Center.
Designer Unknown
Group 4. 
The Official New York City Information Center.
Uniquely constructed as a seamless integration of architecture and 
technology, the ONIC is a true information space, destined to offer 
visitors simple answers and exciting experiences at their level of 
engagement. Visitors with quick questions can get answers to the 
top 100 questions in any of ten languages, while visitors looking to 
explore can create a custom guide to New York, searching interactive 
map tables to create local experiences out of NYC&Co.’s extensive 
database. These guides can be emailed, sent to cell phones, printed, 
or loaded into “flyNYC”, an enormous projection that flies visitors 
around New York City for a visual preview of their experience.
https://www.behance.net/gallery/The-Official-NYC-Informa-
tion-Center/5379445
F2016 MSc02 SUF
The dancing traffic light manikin
SMART
Group 4. 
Pedestrians will often ignore the “red man” at pedestrian lights in 
order to cross the road sooner. Unfortunately, this leads to accidents. 
Car manufacturer Smart created an experiment to see if it could 
improve safety at traffic lights by incentivizing pedestrians to wait for 
the green man.
The Dancing Traffic Light aimed to capture the attention of people 
waiting to cross a road in Lisbon, Portugal, by displaying a red figure 
dancing to music rather than the standard static figure. The figure is 
a low-res representation of people dancing in a nearby booth. Indi-
viduals were able to enter the booth and choose some music. When 
it was time for the traffic to begin moving, the music begun and the 
individual was instructed to begin dancing. A video feed of the in-
dividual’s dancing was relayed in real-time to the pedestrian lights, 
with the resulting dancing red figure indicating that pedestrians 
should wait.
The dancing figure was conceived as a means of keeping pedestrians 
entertained while they waited to cross the road. An element of gami-
fication was introduced to the concept by allowing people to “be” the 
dancing figure and thereby contribute to the project.
http://int.smart.com/en/en/index/smart-campaigns/whatar-
eyoufor/for-a-safer-city.html
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F2016 MSc02 SUF
Spine
Kollision
Group 4. 
Spine is an interactive installation based on twenty glowing cubes 
and an atmospheric sound composition. Each cube is moved in fluid 
motions by two computer-controlled motors. The movements of 
the cubes, as well as the sound composition, react to nearby visitors 
by working together as one coherent expression in dialogue with 
the surroundings - a fifty meter long spine floating in space contin-
ually displaying new movements, light scenes and sounds. Spine is 
moody, sometimes shy and avoidant at other times more curious and 
almost aggressive.
https://kollision.dk/en/spine
F2016 MSc02 SUF
21 Balançoires
Group 4. 
An exercise in musical cooperation
21 Balançoires (21 Swings) is a giant collective instrument, a game 
where together we achieve better things than individually.
When in motion, each swing triggers different notes, and when used 
all together, the swings create a musical composition in which cer-
tain melodies emerge only through cooperation.
Together with Luc-Alain Giraldeau, an animal behaviour professor 
from the Université du Québec à Montréal’s Science Faculty, we ex-
plored the concept of cooperation:
”Cooperation emerges when the behaviour of each individual de-
pends on the decisions of the rest of the group: it’s a game where, 
from the start, you need to adjust to the actions of others.”
The result is a giant collective instrument that stimulates ownership 
of the space, bringing together people of all ages and backgrounds, 
and creating a place for playing and hanging out in the middle of the 
city center.
http://www.dailytouslesjours.com/project/21-balancoires/
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F2016 MSc02 SUF
White Night Melbourne
Group 4. 
White Night Melbourne, Australia’s most celebrated cultural event, 
returns for one night only on Saturday 20 February 2016. 
Inspired by the international Nuit Blanche movement, White Night 
Melbourne is an all-night, free cultural event that offers a mix of free 
and ticketed entertainment including visual art, spectacular illumi-
nations, music, theatre, special dining experiences, film, design and 
performances. 
Melbourne’s creative industries will rule the night, with artists taking 
over city streets, major cultural institutions, public spaces, gardens, 
landmark buildings and laneways in a celebration of the city for 
twelve hours, from 7pm on Saturday 20 February to 7am on Sunday 
21 February. 
Melbourne’s cultural institutions - including Arts Centre Melbourne, 
the Australian Centre for the Moving Image, the National Gallery of 
Victoria, the State Library of Victoria and Melbourne Museum will 
again open their doors all night, offering special events and pro-
gramming. 
http://www.visitmelbourne.com/regions/Melbourne/
Events/Art-and-exhibitions/White-Night-Melbourne.aspx
F2016 MSc02 SUF
Drinks robotten og et Øl træ
Group 4. 
Ønske drinks serveret af robotter med et personligt touch. Øl træer 
der tanker iskold øl via iris genkendelse. Ny teknologi og afprøve-
de teknikker møder tusindevis af arbejdstimer og vilje på Smukfest 
2010 – 2012 Martin Nielsen fra KN-Technique og hans team var den 
drivende kraft bag begge installationer mens virksomheden Cordura 
stod for udfordringerne med menu og betalingsløsningerne. Kjær-
gaard A/S leverede robotterne. Drinksrobotten er special udviklet til 
Smukfest i Skanderborg og er bygget op omkring en 20f container 
og pakket ind i gamle fyldningsvinduer. 2 robotarme serverer den 
ønskede drink som kunden bestiller via smartphone eller direkte 
på skærmen indbygget i maskinen. Drinksrobotten leverede is og 
blandings sirup og sodavand til alle drinks og der kunne vælges 
mellem 16 forskellige spiritus produkter fra verdens største spiritus 
leverandør Diageo.
http://ikkeenpind.dk/projects/drinks-robotten-og-et-ol-
trae/
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F2016 MSc02 SUF
Big <3 NYC
Bjarke Ingels Group
More people, more love, more light
“Simple acts such as touching the heart make it glow brighter as the “energy” from passer-byers’ hands is trans-
formed into more light. The more people who feel the sensor at one time, the faster the heart will beat, as if it were 
actually feeling the warmth of its suitor’s attention.”
Group 6
http://www.howeleryoon.com/projects/swing-time
F2016 MSc02 SUF
Breaking the surface
Scandinavian Design Group and Ctrl+N
Interactive kinetic installation. Acrylic pipes zoomes up/down according to approaching them.
Group 6
http://www.arch2o.com/breaking-the-surface-ctrln-and-
the-scandinavian-design-group/20
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Group 6
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Small scale interaction 
bus companies
small statements, happy, interaction one way
Group 3
Happy statement in the city  - creates a new form for one way 
interaction in a short amount of time. 
F2016 MSc02 SUF
Gilde 
Arne Nordheim
sound, alien, sensor, 
Group 3
Interactive sound installation in a large university building at the 
Norwegian University of Science and technology, by norwegian 
artist and componist Arne Nordheim. The installation is activat-
ed by the amount of many people in the building, tracked by 
sensors at the entrances and by the weather outside. For 15 
minutes each hour, a box glows up and sound speakers in the 
common areas make alien-like music.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BDF-sMQJevU21
F2016 MSc02 SUF
Happy Wall
Thomas Dambo
Analog interaction 
Group 3
The original major Happy Wall was created on the walls of the metro construction site of Kgs Nytorv in Copenhagen.
The piece consists of 1728 wooden pixels which can be flipped to display messages, pixelart and other in major scale in 
the public space. A privillege usually reserved for major cooperations and brands. In the year that Happy Wall was up at 
Kgs Nytorv, more than a million people interacted with it, more than 6500 people posted their work to Instagram and it 
was used in several promotional videos and was featured in various news channels.
http://thomasdambo.com/works/happywall1/
F2016 MSc02 SUF
Light Drift
Meejin Yoon’s
Installation Art, Interactive Art, Public Art, Sculpture
Group 3
Meejin Yoon’s Light Drift was a temporary, interactive installa-
tion along the Schuylkill River in Philadelphia where thousands 
of people activated a field of lights on the waterfront. The 90 
floating, neon orbs were lit by sensors on land that detected 
viewers every movement. People were able to transform the 
grid of patterns and colors that acted as a visual, conceptual 
documentary of the surrounding activity.
http://flavorwire.com/328208/10-playful-public-works-of-art/1022
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N building facade
Naoki Terada osv.
Liminal Spaces / Interfaces / Communications
Group 3
Aluminum, double-glass panels, ceramic print, LEDs, and Vectorworks, Barcode Robo, Xcode, and Logic Pro software
The N Building, located in a shopping district near Tokyo’s Tachikawa station, has a uniquely interactive facade. In-
stead of the signs and billboards that are usually attached to commercial buildings, a large QR code forms the N 
Building’s skin. The QR code takes passersby to relevant online information about the building, including notices and 
updates from its retailers and tweets from shoppers. This virtual yet tangible interaction between building and per-
son is a novel, enhanced experience of the physical, in which, as the designers say, “the facade of the building disap-
pears, showing those inside who want to be seen.”
http://www.moma.org/interactives/exhibitions/2011/talktome/objects/146213/
F2016 MSc02 SUF
PONG 
by Atli Bollason and Hindley - Olafur Elliason 
interactive, game, 
Group 3 
PONG is a massive interactive outdoor artwork that allows two people to play the classic game against each other on the 
monumental facade of Harpa, Iceland’s flagship concert hall in downtown Reykjavik, designed by Ólafur Eliasson. 
Conceived and produced by Atli Bollason, the project began as a chance meeting between myself and Atli at a birthday 
party in Reykjavik, and over the next few months developed into a reality – with not only the CEO of the building coming on 
board very quickly, but for the first time for a project like this, Ólafur himself (the first time he has allowed a project like this 
to take over the facade’s lighting system). Vodafone Iceland also agreed to sponsor the project, and supply us with some of 
the equipment. 
http://www.owenhindley.co.uk/harpa-pong/23
Group	6	 	 	 	 	 	 	 F2016	MSc02	SUF	
THE	TREACHERY	OF	SANCTUARY	
Chris	Milk	
The Treachery of Sanctuary, currently touring the world with The Creators Project, is a large-scale interactive triptych: a 
story of birth, death, and transfiguration that uses projections of the participants’ own bodies to unlock a new artistic 
language.   
The work consists of three 30-foot high white panel frames suspended from the ceiling on which digitally captured 
shadows are reprojected.  A shallow reflecting pool sits between the viewers and the screens.  In the background, an 
openFrameworks application utilizes the Microsoft Kinect SDK for Windows.  This talks to a front end running Unity3D in 
which articulated 3D models of birds interact with the shadows captured by three hidden Kinects. 	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	http://milk.co/treachery		
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Audiochmura (sonic cloud)
mode:lina
The cloud-like installation uses the long tangle of corrugated pipes to amplify sounds. 
These sounds are sourced from a variety places and include raindrops and birds.The 
collection of sounds form an invisible city that is intended to be installed in cities to drown 
out atmospheric noise. Users simply pull one of the pipes up to their ear to hear the noise. 
Because all the pipes look the same, it is unknown which sound they will hear.
Group 6
http://www.designboom.com/design/modelina-architektura-consulting-audiochmura/24
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Clous
Caitlind r.c. Brown & Wayne Garrett
Playful, light 
(project group 5)
CLOUD is an interactive sculpture created from 6,000 incandescent light bulbs by Canadian artists and collaborators Caitlind r.c. 
Brown & Wayne Garrett. The piece utilizes pull string switches and everyday domestic light bulbs, re-imagining their potential to 
catalyze collaborative moments and create an enveloping, experiential environment. As part of the process of building the sculpture, 
the artists collected burnt out bulbs from the surrounding community, forging an informal relationship with non-artists, reducing 
costs, and asking audiences to reconsider household items in an alternative context. During exhibition, viewers interact with CLOUD 
by initiating impromptu collaborations, working as a collective to animate “lightning” on the surface of the sculpture, turning the 
entire cloud on and off.
Simple, bright, and playful, CLOUD functions as an icon of hope and optimism, illustrated by upturned faces, glittering eyes, and a 
whole that is greater than the sum of its many parts. As incandescent bulbs are phased out in the European Union and various coun-
tries around the world, the sculpture gains new meaning as a beacon of transitional technologies and changing futures – where are 
we going next? On a more symbolic level, CLOUD relies on the universal language of environmental imagery – despite language 
barriers, cultural differences, and geographic distance, rain clouds are understood by people all around the world.
http://www.creativemove.com/art/electric-cloud/ 
http://incandescentcloud.com/aboutcloud/  26/02-16
F2016 MSc02 SUF
CONTROL NO CONTROL
Daniel Iregui
Led panels, sound monitors, movement sensor
Group 1
SUPER SHORT DESCRIPTION
“CONTROL NO CONTROL is an interactive LED sculpture that invites 
the audience to use their hands and body to act on its sound and 
graphics.
The full cycle of audio-graphical compositions goes through five 
states, each exploring a geometric pattern, its properties, its audio 
representation and how it reacts to bodily gestures.
Control No Control will be presented for the first time in China during 
the Guanghzou International Festival of Lights in November 2015 at 
the Flower Garden Square in Guanghzou.”
http://www.connectingcities.net/project/control-no-control25
F2016 MSc02 SUF
DUNE
Designed by Studio Roosegaarde.
A public interactive landscape that interacts with human behavior. This 
hybrid of nature and technology is composed of large amounts of fibers that 
brighten according to the sounds and motion of passing visitors.
Group 6
https://www.studioroosegaarde.net/project/dune/stories/#884
F2016 MSc02 SUF
‘IMPULSE’ - ILLUMINATED SEESAWS IN A MONTREAL PLAZA 
CS Design and Lateral Office 
seesaw, lights, sound, Montreal, urban playground, 
Group 1
SUPER SHORT DESCRIPTION
Don’t even try to suppress your inner child when you come across a public installation as fun as 
this interactive collection of illuminated seesaws in Montreal, which play music in time with riders’ 
movements. Looking to inspire a bit of spontaneity in the streets, collaborating firms CS Design 
and Lateral Office offer up an all-ages playground stretching for a full block in the city’s Place des 
Festivals.
http://weburbanist.com/2015/12/28/light-balance-illumi-
nated-seesaws-in-a-montreal-plaza/26
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Louminosity
Brown & Garrett
Lightbulb, Switch, Lights, Cloud, Calgary
Group 1
DESCRIPTION
Calgary-based artists Caitlind r.c. Brown and Wayne Garrett will create an out-
door interactive sculpture made of re-purposed light bulbs, fabricated in part-
nership with Bluegrass Community and Technical College’s Welding Technology 
program. The sculpture, designed specifically for Lexington, will be on public 
display in Triangle Park from February 21-March 30. Brown and Garrett work with 
materials ranging from 16mm celluloid to re-appropriated architectural waste, 
exploring themes of public interaction, art in unexpected spaces, community 
collaboration, and play. The duo has created three large-scale CLOUD installa-
tions in Calgary, Moscow, and Chicago, primarily comprised of re-appropriated 
incandescent light bulbs ito create an illuminated canopy that can be manipulat-
ed by viewers.
http://smileypete.com/calendar/event/public-art-installa-
tion-luminosity-at-triangle-park/2014-03-10/
F2016 MSc02 SUF
illustrations of project
ORCHESTRA
Daily Tous Les Jours
Swings, Music, Orchestra, Light, Montreal, Instruments
Group 1
DESCRIPTION
Every spring an interactive installation takes over a busy area in Mon-
treal’s Quartier des Spectacles. Local collective Daily Tous Les Jours 
created this unique interactive space for people to exercise and meet 
others – and they’re rewarded for their work with musical tunes. De-
signed for all ages, the 21-piece swing set orchestra includes a piano, 
a guitar, a vibraphone, a harp, and other instruments that combine to 
play a musical piece in which certain melodies emerge only through 
collective cooperation.
http://inhabitat.com/21-piece-swing-set-orchestra-emits-
sound-and-light-as-passersby-play/27
F2016 MSc02 SUF
Piano Stairs
?
Make people take the stairs, instead of the escalator. 
Group 6
http://www.feeldesain.com/piano-stairs-make-music.html
F2016 MSc02 SUF
‘SHORT-ÉDITION’ STORY DISPENSER
Christophe Sibieude, co-founder of publishing start-up Short Édition
Print, story, short story, free, read, Grenoble
Group 1
SUPER SHORT DESCRIPTION
If your mobile device runs out of batteries on the streets of Grenoble, simply find one of these 
machines, specify a desired duration, and receive a free printed short story to read in a park or on 
a train. Deployed by the publishers of Short Édition, these automated kiosks are online 24 hours a 
day with a selection of 600 short stories, works selected by a community of over 140,000 subscrib-
ers. Would-be readers are directed to select the length of story they wish to read, then wait a few 
moments while the tale is printed.
http://weburbanist.com/2015/11/08/story-dispensers-
street-printers-vend-free-short-stories/28
F2016 MSc02 SUF
TREE CONCERT
Proximity BBDO Berlin and BUND for Environment and Na-
ture Conservation Germany
Tree, chestnuts, music, sound, light, concert, Berlin
Group 1
SUPER SHORT DESCRIPTION
The ground below an immense chestnut tree in Berlin’s Montbijoupark is aglow with green poly-
mer membranes that produce sound from the impact of falling nuts. ‘Tree Concert’ is a temporary 
installation that aims to raise awareness of the diminishing stock of trees in Germany’s capital city. 
The membranes respond to physical stimuli with both sound and light effects, producing an inter-
active concert. A live musical performance is planned in which artists from Berlin will accompany 
the sound of the chestnuts. Visitors who enjoy the display can donate to the cause of saving Ber-
lin’s trees via text message
http://weburbanist.com/2012/09/20/musical-tree-installa-
tion-creates-sounds-from-falling-chestnuts/
Group	6	 	 	 	 	 	 	 F2016	MSc02	SUF	
Water	Pavilion	
MIT	++	
	
Continuously	recycled	water	cascading	from	the	roof	of	the	pavilion	will	form	the	four	exterior	walls	and	
several	interior	partitions,	while	displaying	various	digital	messages	and	pre-programmed	graphics	formed	
by	actual	breaks	in	the	water.	The	pavilion	itself	will	house	a	café,	public	area,	and	exhibition	space	for	the	
water-focused	Expo.	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
http://inhabitat.com/mit-digital-water-pavilion/		
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WEARABLE DISPLAYS
Fabrica Split
Social Network, Tags, Wear Your Network, shirt
Group 1
DESCRIPTION
The Fabrika Split project explores the impact of wearable displays on people and 
society. Through the development of iWear, a t-shirt computer that allows peo-
ple to interact with their digital content on their body, we raise concerns on how 
technological advancements change our daily routines. What happens when 
personal messages are displayed in the open? What kind of body movements 
will we use to access our content? What sort of urban rituals will we develop? 
Through this fictional critique, Fabrika Split wants to challenge the seemingly 
normal behaviour that heavy smartphones usage has brought about.
http://www.urbanixdsummerschool.eu/resources/projects/
fabrika-split/
F2016 MSc02 SUF
YOBOSAYO
Korean architect & artist Yang Soo-in 
‘Big Ear’, sound, whisper, message, listen, repeat, Korean, Seoul 
Group 1
SUPER SHORT DESCRIPTION
Called ‘Yobosayo,’ the Korean word used when calling to get someone’s attention, this interactive 
sculpture records voice messages from passersby and shares them with others. You speak into 
the big red ear, and people inside the adjacent Seoul Citizens Hall listen. It’s even more interactive 
than that, in fact; sensors on the hanging speaker units monitor how much time people spend 
listening to each message, so the ones people pay attention to remain in the playlist, while the 
unpopular ones are transformed into music by an algorithm that amplifies and distorts the sound.
http://weburbanist.com/2013/10/09/the-city-is-a-play-
ground-15-interactive-installations/30
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Strategies and design solutions - group one
Elisa Diogo
Louise Christina Studstrup
Louise Grønbech Andersen
Louise Marie Christensen
Nanna Fredslund Jensen
[Elisa Diogo, Louise Grønbech Andesen, Louise Christina Studstrup, Louise Marie Christensen, Nanna Fredslund Jensen] . [Group 1]
With the 2017 DGI games as a kickstarter, the 
Stigsborg area in Nørresundby will be a health 
centre with a focus on connecting Stigsborg in-
ternally and to Nørresundby and to Aalborg th-
rough interactive pedal motion, fun and exercise. 
With commuter and recreational cycling paths, 
the area will be a part of everyday life, encoura-
ging people to explore and take a tour through 
a smart landscape of barren nature mixed with 
interactive technology.
The ambition is to create connections and abridge 
distances between the different areas/districts of 
the site and simultaneously improve its connec-
tions with the surroundings.
Combining this strategy with ‘Aalborg Cykelbys’ 
vision in developing and creating some new com-
muter and recreational bicycle paths, emerges 
the smart bike that will shorten the travel time and 
meanwhile create an opportunity of interaction, 
learning and exploring Stigsborg area and the 
city of Aalborg.   
The smart bike will use an application that works 
as a guide to the city by using a GPS system giv-
ing the user a chance to autonomously discov-
er the city. Feedback from previous users of the 
bikes will give people an opportunity to discover 
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secret places. Simultaneously, this system will 
collect data that can be used to improve Stigs-
borg area but also the city of Aalborg. Thus, the 
strategy will evolve according to the feedback 
given by the users. 
The strategy has a temporary character and is 
designed to be used in the temporary events 
held in Stigsborg. Five different areas have been 
picked out and will contain smaller installations 
to fit the overall strategy of improving health and 
cyclelyst.
Designing temporary strategies for Stigsborg Harbourfront
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[Elisa Diogo Silva ] . [Group 1]
LEARNING ON THE MOVE
      
Under the perspective of developing the connections in-
side of such a large site, paths that enhance the mobility 
by itself are crucial. In order to be “more than from A to 
B”, the intervention will encompass experiences through 
these journeys giving a chance to discover, experiment 
and learn. 
In an area characterized by its polluted condition, the in-
stallation arises as awareness about human actions. The 
proposal works with motion sensors and screens that 
besides presenting the users the image of how the area 
could be if it wasn’t for the pollution, also acts as a shield 
preventing them from trespassing into the polluted area. 
During summer, the big screen will be on one side of the 
path and on the other side of the path, a normal guard 
shows the reality in order to make people realize how our 
attitudes have an impact on the environment. 
During winter time, the screens become a complete cap-
sule covering most of the path in its length (except in the 
beginning and in the end of the path, so that the users still 
have the notion of reality). Some of those screens will be 
for people to draw what are their expectations for the area 
where the municipality can have some feedback on what 
people wish the area to become. 
The installation has a temporary profile and it can exist 
while the area is still polluted and undeveloped. It will be 
present during temporary events such as DGI Games and 
other future short-term events. 
Motion Sensors
When detecting presence, the screens clarify the image and nature sounds are played
Designing temporary strategies for Stigsborg Harbourfront
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2017
DGI GAMES GRØN KONCERT
2018 2019
ZULU SOMMERBIO CIRCUS TALL SHIPS RACE
2020NOW
GRØN KONCERT CIRCUS
Winter scenario with screens for people to draw on them  
Summer scenario with open path
Simulating and Modelling Urban Flows 
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Louise Christina Studstrup - Gr. 01
InteractIve trees 
true analyses of the green area where the syre stien goes true at 
space of intervention for this project is picked out. It is also the first 
phase in this areas strategy of evolving in to a park of interactive 
arts and light. the Phase 1 space is also the main entrance primar-
ily because of its placement and visibility.  the special character of 
this space is the 10 park trees standing in a row at the edge. they 
don’t ampere in the rest of the park and there for make them more 
characteristic. now they are with out leaf and that makes them weary 
sculptures. the trees are in this intervention the main subjects. the 
strategy is to use the areas special characters and identities to use 
as a part of the redesigning the park. the idea is to make the identity 
of the park more strong and there for becoming a strong catalyst for 
the rest of the stigsborg area.
Phase 1
The 10 trees is a part of the Interactive trees. The first 3 trees is al 
about information about the area, events, and stories. her you can 
park your bike and the tree will start telling you something and it will 
also light up with thise big light bobbles hanging down. Will listing to 
the story the bench is inviting you to sit down. another tree I a bike 
parking space where you can rent ore borrow a smart bike. You can 
also park your own bike and use it to sit on. When coming to the next 
trees the activity is different her you can use your bike to make the 
light go on and if you bike even more the light will follow the trees 
lines and make it light up in a sculptures way. In the same time an 
instrument will start playing a melody will your are biking. If some on 
joins you on one of the other trees another instrument will join the 
same melody.      
the extreme caracter 
Man 35 years old 
commuter on bike and a active runner.
he works in aalborg and living in nørresundby. every day he com-
mutes over the bridge and drives under the bridge to get home. he is 
passing the area every day. and in his free time he runs on the syre 
stien. the idea is to make an intervention that makes him interested 
and make him tell other people about it because it is a part of his 
every day life. also to make him want to take his family with him on 
a walk in the weekend   
phase 1 phase 2  Phase 3 Phase 4
Phase 1 - InteractIve trees  and sPace
dgi is having 
a festival come 
join us........ 
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With the 2017 DGI games as a kickstarter, the Stigsborg area in Nørresundby will be a he-
alth centre with a focus on connecting Stigsborg internally and to Nørresundby and to Aal-
borg through interactive pedal motion, fun and exercise. With commuter and recreational 
cycling paths, the area will be a part of everyday life, encouraging people to explore and 
take a tour through a smart landscape of barren nature mixed with interactive technology.
The ambition is to create connections and abridge distances between the different areas/
districts of the site and simultaneously improve its connections with the surroundings.
Combining this strategy with ‘Aalborg Cykelbys’ vision in developing and creating some 
new commuter and recreational bicycle paths, emerges the smart bike that will shorten 
the travel time and meanwhile create an opportunity of interaction, learning and exploring 
Stigsborg area and the city of Aalborg.   
The smart bike will use an application that works as a guide to the city by using a GPS sys-
tem giving the user a chance to autonomously discover the city. Feedback from previous 
users of the bikes will give people an opportunity to discover secret places. Simultaneous-
ly, this system will collect data that can be used to improve Stigsborg area but also the city 
of Aalborg. Thus, the strategy will evolve according to the feedback given by the users. 
The strategy has a temporary character and is designed to be used in the temporary 
events held in Stigsborg. Five different areas have been picked out and will contain smaller 
installations to fit the overall strategy of improving health and cyclelyst. 2016 2017 DGI 2020 2025
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InteractIve trees 
true analyses of the green area where the syre stien goes true at 
space of intervention for this project is picked out. It is also the first 
phase in this areas strategy of evolving in to a park of interactive 
arts and light. the Phase 1 space is also the main entrance primar-
ily because of its placement and visibility.  the special character of 
this space is the 10 park trees standing in a row at the edge. they 
don’t ampere in the rest of the park and there for make them more 
characteristic. now they are with out leaf and that makes them weary 
sculptures. the trees are in this intervention the main subjects. the 
strategy is to use the areas special characters and identities to use 
as a part of the redesigning the park. the idea is to make the identity 
of the park more strong and there for becoming a strong catalyst for 
the rest of the stigsborg area.
Phase 1
The 10 trees is a part of the Interactive trees. The first 3 trees is al 
about information about the area, events, and stories. her you can 
park your bike and the tree will start telling you something and it will 
also light up with thise big light bobbles hanging down. Will listing to 
the story the bench is inviting you to sit down. another tree I a bike 
parking space where you can rent ore borrow a smart bike. You can 
also park your own bike and use it to sit on. When coming to the next 
trees the activity is different her you can use your bike to make the 
light go on and if you bike even more the light will follow the trees 
lines and make it light up in a sculptures way. In the same time an 
instrument will start playing a melody will your are biking. If some on 
joins you on one of the other trees another instrument will join the 
same melody.      
the extreme caracter 
Man 35 years old 
commuter on bike and a active runner.
he works in aalborg and living in nørresundby. every day he com-
mutes over the bridge and drives under the bridge to get home. he is 
passing the area every day. and in his free time he runs on the syre 
stien. the idea is to make an intervention that makes him interested 
and make him tell other people about it because it is a part of his 
every day life. also to make him want to take his family with him on 
a walk in the weekend   
phase 1 phase 2  Phase 3 Phase 4
Phase 1 - InteractIve trees  and sPace
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With the 2017 DGI games as a kickstarter, the Stigsborg area in Nørresundby will be a he-
alth centre with a focus on connecting Stigsborg internally and to Nørresundby and to Aal-
borg through interactive pedal motion, fun and exercise. With commuter and recreational 
cycling paths, the area will be a part of everyday life, encouraging people to explore and 
take a tour through a smart landscape of barren nature mixed with interactive technology.
The ambition is to create connections and abridge distances between the different areas/
districts of the site and simultaneously improve its connections with the surroundings.
Combining this strategy with ‘Aalborg Cykelbys’ vision in developing and creating some 
new commuter and recreational bicycle paths, emerges the smart bike that will shorten 
the travel time and meanwhile create an opportunity of interaction, learning and exploring 
Stigsborg area and the city of Aalborg.   
The smart bike will use an application that works as a guide to the city by using a GPS sys-
tem giving the user a chance to autonomously discover the city. Feedback from previous 
users of the bikes will give people an opportunity to discover secret places. Simultaneous-
ly, this system will collect data that can be used to improve Stigsborg area but also the city 
of Aalborg. Thus, the strategy will evolve according to the feedback given by the users. 
The strategy has a temporary character and is designed to be used in the temporary 
events held in Stigsborg. Five different areas have been picked out and will contain smaller 
installations to fit the overall strategy of improving health and cyclelyst. 2016 2017 DGI 2020 2025
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The strategy is based on developing through 
time, so it makes sense to change the users over 
time. The area is located near a larger family res-
idential area, the target group could therefore be 
families and additionally the municipality has a 
goal of being a cycling city, which makes it natu-
ral to look at the new cyclist in traffic. The “new” 
uses of the area could very easily be the 5-7 year 
old boys / girls who need to learn to ride a bike.
The children are therefore given a safe “play-
ground” inside the site, where they can learn to 
ride a bike far away from the city bustle. 
Location of the playground is in the outskirts of 
the site, as this allows easy access for users. 
Furthermore the playground is placed next to the 
strategy planned commuter route parking place 
and allowing families with a longer distance to 
the site to arrive by car.
BIKES GAMES
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new commuter and recreational bicycle paths, emerges the smart bike that will shorten 
the travel time and meanwhile create an opportunity of interaction, learning and exploring 
Stigsborg area and the city of Aalborg.   
The smart bike will use an application hat works as a guide to the city by using a GPS s s-
tem giving the user a chance to autonomously discover the city. Feedback from previous 
users of the bikes will give people an opportunity to discover secret places. Simultaneous-
ly, this system will collect data that can be used to improve Stigsborg area but also the city 
of Aalborg. Thus, the strategy will evolve according to the feedback given by the users. 
The strategy has a temporary character and is designed to be used in the temporary 
events held in Stigsborg. Five different areas have been picked out and will contain smaller 
installations to fit the overall strategy of improving health and cyclelyst. 2016 2017 DGI 2020 2025
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STRUCTURE
PRINCIPLE SECTION
Bikes Games is all about having fun, 
but also about being safe on the bike. 
Through games balance, distance 
and speed rating, space and sense of 
direction, as well as all kinds of ma-
neuvers are learned on the bike. 
Through the game the cycle will slow-
DIFFERENT TRACKS
HARDER TRACKSEASY TRACKS
ly become an extension of the child’s 
body, and the bike requires no longer 
any special attention. It turns the chil-
dren into safe cyclists.
FIRST BIKE SAFETY, WHEN SAFE 
IN TRAFFIC!
CONCEPT
When the user is using one of the lanes a track of light will be 
the switch on before them and know they just have to follow 
it. If user should get outside the track, users must start over. 
The idea is that users can increase in level of difficulty and 
"play" in against each other.
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THE SONGLINE
The site for the intervention is located at the 
harbourfront as shown on the map(ill 2).
The area is around 400 meters long and the 
intervention has the purpose to make the 
distance seem shorter and create experienc-
es along the path.
This specific site for intervention is connect-
ed to the vision from “Min cykelby” that wants 
to create a recreational path through the area 
near the water.
The intervention will thereby be a part of the 
recreational route.
The intervention is called the “SONGLINE”. It 
is composed of a lifted path with integrated 
lifted areas for seating where the interven-
tions are going to heppen. It is possible to 
both bike and walk on the path.
Along the path there will be two different in-
ExTrEME cHaracTEr
Girl
17 years old
Gymnast  at the DGI 
event
Loves music
PLaCeMent of the instaLLations aLonG the Path
stallations that are based on sound.
There will on the side of the path that is facing 
the polluted area be hung up pipes on three 
spots shown on the map (ill 2). When people 
touch the pipes, either when they bike by og 
walk by, they will create sounds according 
to the speed of the actor. This installation is 
100% analog. 
It is possible to interact with the intervention 
both by foot and by bike, and thereby it con-
nects to the strategy with the “smart bike”.
Two other places there will be layed out a 
mat which is looking like a piano. The idea 
is that the mat is interactive, so when the 
participants are moving over the mat, it will 
create different sounds. 
The mat will store the data for how people 
are moving over the tangents, and in the 
nighttime, when it is not in use, the piano will 
light up the history of how the tangents has 
been touched during the day.
If people will use the piano in the nighttime 
it will light up the tangents that are touched.
2016
SPRING
2017
DGI
SUMMER
2017
FALL
2017
PERMANENT
2018
FALL
2019
the PerManent exPerienCe 
Path is Created by “aaLborG 
CykeLby”.
aLonG the Path the interven-
tion wiLL be instaLLed. the 
Path are Lifted to Create 
seatinG and attention.
other PLaCes the Piano Mat is 
Layed out and are the Most 
teMPorary instaLLation.
ill. 1
ill. 2
ill. 3
THE TimElinE sHows THE TimElinE for THE 
diffErEnT insTallaTions
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reaCts on huMan touCh different sPeeds Creates dif-
ferent sounds
the wind Can aCtivate sound froM 
the PiPes
THE PIANO
THE PIPES
dayTimE usE: THE TangEnTs rEacTs on ToucH and 
rElEasE sound. THE usagE is bEing loggEd
nigHTTimE usE: THE TangEnTs rEacTs on ToucH 
and ligHTs up wHilE rElEasing sound
nigHTTimE - noT in usE: THE daTa from THE dayTimE 
usE is rElEasEd and sHowEd as glowing moving 
spoTs.
ill. 4
ill. 5
PLaCeMent of the instaLLations aLonG the Path
ill. 2
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BIKE YOUR CITY • STIGSBORG SMART BIKE • AALBORG CYKELBY • DGI L2017 
• GET HEALTHY • BIKE A SMOOTHIE • BRING YOUR OWN BIKE • PICNIC WITH 
YOUR BIKE • OUTDOOR SPINNING CLASS • 
LIGHT AT NIGHT • PEDL POWER • GREEN ENERGY 
The pedal power is an installation that relates to the overall strategy for 
stigsborg, by using bikes as the activating part. It will be a social gathering 
point where you can explore and learn about the nature of power creation. 
The more people using the installation, the more possibilities will follow. 
Around the pedal power installations there will be several roller belts. 
When plugging in your bike and biking, the belt will start turning, creating 
power to the socket in the installation. The power outlet will be suitable for 
any kind of power plug-in letting you use any device with the installation. 
You can also just plug, not bike, and enjoy your carry-along food. Situated 
at the harborfront, the pedal power installations will be on the route of the 
new recreational bike service along the shore of Limfjorden. The materials 
are durable for the time frame of approximately three years and the main 
part of the installation will be made of a semi-transparent plastic allowing 
light to glow through it at night.
pedal power
During the DGI games, the pedal power 
installations will function as a meeting 
place and a rallying point for the young 
participants. Being close to the information 
hub, the ferry landing, and the tent camps, 
the installations constitute a bike bar fea-
turing fixed and movable bikes and smart 
bikes, and the option to ‘bike yourself a 
smoothie’ . The fixed bikes are a temporary 
feature, only available during events. 
For the everyday user, the pedal power 
installations constitutes a ‘picnic’ area, 
where you simply plug in your bike in 
order to use it as a table set with your own 
bike as a chair. Plugging in your bike at 
night will activate the glowing lights, and 
treading the pedals while plugged in to the 
‘roller belt’, you can use the power source 
- you - for any activity of your liking. 
Being a pedal powered source of power, 
the installation can be used for any activity. 
School classes have the possibility to 
use the installation for learning purposes 
related to eg. cleaning and filtering of 
water. The installation will be activating 
the children physically and mentally in a 
learning situation.
EVERYDAY USER: SCHOOL CLASS 
EVENT USER: DGI PARTICIPANT
EVERYDAY USER: CYCLIST
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Strategies and design solutions - group two
Cristina Roxana Lazar
Giampaolo Costantini
Irina-Teodora Comanita
Louise Lindschov Hansen
Patrick Martin Sandqvist
Main connecting roads (cars, buses, trucks streets)
Main pedestrian path
Light poles with facilities
Flow distributing center
Light poles
Tent camps
LEGEND
KITCHENSWI-FI 
ACCESS POINT
EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
BATHROOMS
DEPOSITS
Technologies involved in the light poles:
- Wi-fi router (center point for tend camps during the DGI, while internet is provided for free)
- Led and pollution sensors (the light makes the area safer and according to the presence of pollutants it will change colour)
- Self-sufficient (this ‘pole’ works only with wind energy as it has a mini-windmill)
- Awareness (thanks the internet, everybody in Aalborg will be able through their smartphone to check out the “pollution 
situation” in the area)
MAIN CONCEPTS
NATURAL & SOCIAL 
    ENVIRONMENT
ENVIRONMENTAL
   AWARENESS
    SOCIAL 
INTERACTION
     
     
        
TECHNOL
OGY & TEMPORALITY
STRATEGY: FUTURE FLOWERS
DESIGN CONCEPTS
Interactive “Flower” poles installed around 
the project site, as center points of attrac-
tion during DGI.
Dismounting and reloca-
tion of interactive Flower” 
poles.
Individual interacting design 
interventions based on 
general concept.
”The vision defines the Stigsborg Harbourfront area as 
more than an empty space, as a ‘place’ with a strong 
identity, that is built upon the concept of using technolo-
gy in order to simulate social interactions and also to 
create environmental awareness among the young 
citizens of Aalborg.”
To do so the main action is made by the creation of a 
lighted path, with a particular focus on the light poles. 
As a reference project, it has been taken into considera-
tion the development happened in Widnes, Liverpool, 
Great Britain, consisting in a turn from a former industrial 
area to a natural park. The architect Tonkin Liu, made 
specificaly an installation that lights up a section of it. 
The installation is consisting of a light pole with a series 
of petals on top of it. The petals are implemented with 
LED lights that change colour according to the energetic 
power provided by the wind turbine that is also put on 
top. 
The aim of our installation is slightly different as it visually 
show off the presence of pollution. This is made by the 
usage of pollution sensors that will change the colour 
according to what percentage the pollutants are present 
in the area.
DGI MASTERPLAN
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    The flower structure will be implemented 
during the DGI event in order to create aware-
ness among the citizens regarding the level of 
pollution of the area.
    After the DGI event there will be summer 
concerts on the site. This installation will give a 
musical experience and will display the level of 
air pollution by using sounds and colours.
    The implementation of the 'social tower' 
relates to emphasizing social interaction and 
cultural involvement in a way that allows the 
structure to move and change according to 
parametres such as sun position and wind 
speed direction.
    The ‘blooming instalation’ functions as an 
urban furniture. It is able to adapt according to 
weather factors such as rain by opening up or 
closing its structure. This way it will turn into a 
shelter when  it is rainy weather and become a 
sitting bench when the weather is sunny.
     Social gathering point based on the aware-
ness of the heavily polluted area in the mid-sec-
tion of the project site.
The installation is temporary, as it is connected 
to the polluted zone of Stigsborg Harbourfront, 
so when the municipality (or private developers) 
starts to clean the soil, the installation will be 
removed.
    The last intervention represents an instalation 
that will be implemented to create awareness 
about the level of water polution. It will contain 
light bulbs that will light up during night and 
they will be placed into the water, taking some 
of the water waves’ shape and also outside to 
perimeter the future pool where people will be 
able to swim.
INSTALLATIONS MASTERPLAN (after DGI)
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[7 islands] . [Giampaolo Costantini] . [Group  2]
The chosen specific area is placed 
next to the urbanism department 
of Aalborg. The area of the 
waterfront will be developed for 
the DGI as a ferry landing.
CONCEPT PROGRESS
TECHNOLOGIES
VISION
As a first approach the aim here is 
to connect the “waterscape” to 
the inner land by using a round 
path. It will be connected to the 
main path created in the DGI in a 
further development.
The second step is to get a use of 
the internal water. By doing that a 
sea swimming pool is created at 
this point. A fence is also placed 
to protect the enclosure from dirt 
and bigger elements in the water.
At this point the main concept is 
provided by the creation of 
hexagonal structures that act as a 
“floating island”. This approach is 
seen as an experience path in the 
water composed by stages.
At the very last point facilities will 
be provided to serve the people 
using the installation. Those are 
likely going to be restaurant, 
beach bar, sauna, repositories 
and so on.
Free wi-fi system will be provided to the population as a catalyst of the area. The people will be attracted by the possibilities of 
connect devices free of charges. LED technology is used as a sustainable environmental friendly vision. The main reason is the 
smaller consume of energy compare other typologies. Wind power is implemented to get a self sufficient energetic autonomy, 
so at the very beginning it will not be necessary to bring electricity in the site. Pollutions sensors will be adopted as well. They 
will vary among ground, air, water and noise pollution. Thermal cameras will be involved for security reasons, when the 
swimming pool will be opened.
”The vision defines the Stigsborg Harbourfront area as more than an empty space, as a ‘place’ with a strong identity, that is 
build upon the concept of using technology in order to simulate social interactions and also to create environmental aware-
ness among the young citizens of Aalborg.”
The intervention represents an instalation that will be implemented to create awareness about the level of water polution. It will 
contain waterproof led lights that will light up with different colours according to what degrees of presence of pollutants there 
are in the water. They will be placed into the water, taking some of the water waves’ shape and also outside to perimeter the 
future pool where people will be able to swim. Furthermore in a the case pollutants will disappear, the lights will change 
colours according to the usage of an app that allows people to track their fingers movement on the personal smartphone and 
repropose it on a bigger screen. Within this vision the lights can be used in light shows.
152
During winter seasons, as the swimming 
pool is fenced off, there is the possibility 
to create ice where people can ice-skate 
on it.
As the image shows, during spring 
seasons, extra floating platforms are 
applied in order to create a open space 
whereas concerts and gigs can take 
place.
During summer periods, the main 
function of swimming pool in the fiord 
will be adopted.
In autumn the platforms will be 
implemented with simple structures that 
will allow people having expositions or 
art shows.
SEASONS OVERVIEW
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[Louise Lindschov Hansen] . [Group 2]
The Telephone Flower : 
Designing temporary strategies for Stigsborg Harbourfront
The main concept is to increase the social interaction between Aalborg city 
and the Stigsborg site and to call attention to  the Stigsborg site being under 
development. This will be done by placing an installation on the Stigsborg 
site and an installation in a place in the city, e.g. near the busses on Nytorv. 
The installations show the level of activity on the other site by measuring the 
noise level. In practice this is done by installing LED bulbs which can change 
colour in the installations.
Furthermore, a phone is placed on the installations. If you call from the city 
to the Stigsborg site, different sound recordings are played, e.g. clips from 
concerts and nature, history of the industrial area or plans for the future site. 
The sound recordings differ depending on the time of the day.
If you call from the Stigsborg site to the city, a phone will ring and the LED 
light blink until a person picks up the phone. On a screen integrated in the 
pill, automatic questions can be read to start the conversation, e.g., “you can 
ask your new friend about his favourite dinner”. 
To keep the installation exciting, the installation is planned only to be placed 
on the sites during the summer months where various activities take place 
on the Stigsborg site, such as concerts, small festivals and circuses.
If the installations are a success, the concept can be expanded  to cover 
more sites near Aalborg and later to the whole of Denmark or the entire 
world.
+ =
Wind turbineWind turbine
Coloured LED
Coloured LED shows
noise pollution
Wifi router
Air pollution sensor
Rain sensor
Noise pollution sensor
Water pollution sensor
Ground pollution sensor
Phone call to 
another site
Screen
Hollowed aluminium pillar
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Generator
Wood pillar in the background
LED bulb
Wind turbine
Hollowed aluminium pillar
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DESIGN As Stigsborg Harbourfront is going to be developed into a new residential 
neighbourhood next to Nørresundby, it was interesting to look back historically in relation to 
what have gathered people throughout the history and hereby created a nice social 
environment.
A characteristic typology of architecture that has always been a centre point in many European 
cities is the churches, and what neighbourhood doesn’t have a church? The idea of creating an 
installation with references to churches was hereby born, an installation that would also create 
an identity to the place.
The ground pollution at the project site, where people are not allowed to stay, reminds some 
kind of a “holy land”, but also as a graveyard, due to the deserted atmosphere and toxic ground 
with animal skulls found here. A perfect connection to the idea of creating a “church” at the site.
The outcome, a 12 meter tall interactive cross, a symbol of the church, but also of death, as the 
location of the installation is just next to the most polluted ground in the area and becomes like a 
futuristic graveyard, but instead of having gravestones, solar panels are installed at the graveyard, 
generating energy to the cross.
Thanks to symbolism and technological interventions, people become aware of the natural 
environment at Stigsborg Harbourfront, as they interact with the cross in a more or less spiritual 
way.
THE SPIRIT
PATRICK M. SANDQVIST - Group 02
Simulating and Modelling Urban Flows . MSc02 Urban Design . A&D F2016
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Polluted ground - location of solar park.
The Spirit installation.
SOLAR park Sensors in the pavement detects peoples activity on the plateau, effecting the sounds being played from underneath the plateau and 
the dynamics intensity of the light displayed by the cross, lit up in 
colours related to the amount of pollution measured in the ground.
Top View
Front / Side View
900 cm
1200 cm
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Strategies and design solutions - group three
Ine Kjelgård
Katrine Hernø Munck
Katrine Støtt Bøjer
Lars Erik Barly Pedersen
Laura Alexandra Iosub
Laura Lyhne
Group 03 - Ine Kjeldgård, Katrine Hernø Munck, Katrine Støtt Bøjer, Lars Erik Barly Pedersen & Laura Lyhne 
Stigsborgs Harborfront - game path 
Fun, motion and leisure are keywords for the activation of the polluted 
soils of Stigsborg. An interactive cyclic track is laid out on the desolated 
lot engaging with users through a motion based responsive technolo-
gy, which allows the embodied performance of users to activate color-
ful lights and performative installations along the track.
As the target groups of the intervention has been set to differ widely in 
age, level of activity and use of technology, a criteria has been to sustain 
versatility in performance of the track.  It should accommodate both 
the old man, the playing child and the active user.
P
AALBORG
WATER
END
ACCESS
ACCESS
ACCESS
TANKVIEW
PROFILE – Kenneth
Kenneth is 33 years old
+ Crossﬁt. 
+ Hates gyms 
+ Competition minded 
ATTITUDE IN PUBLIC SPACE
+ Ownership feeling
+ Social exclusive
ESSENCE OF GOOD EXPERIENCE 
+ Opportunity to run a lot of km
+ Loves to look at cute girls
OLD MAN PLAYING CHILD ACTIVE USER
PROFILE – Jensine
Jensine is 9 years old
+ Adventure minded 
+ Fairytales 
+ Outside activities
ATTITUDE IN PUBLIC SPACE
+ Little shy
+ Safety
ESSENCE OF GOOD EXPERIENCE 
+ Good weather 
+ Different kind of play installations
PROFILE – John
Old man of 75 years, lives in Rærup
+ Loves to watch birds 
+ Walking his little fat Corgi, Hans. 
ATTITUDE IN PUBLIC SPACE
+ Lightly outgoing
+ Chatty
+ Loves to tell stories about the area
ESSENCE OF GOOD EXPERIENCE 
+ Fresh air 
+ Untouched nature
+ Safety
+Walkable connections
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Hence, the system functions day and night and offers users an ana-
logue and digital level of performance. At daytime the track is a raised 
wooden boardwalk connecting the detached areas of Stigsborg, ensur-
ing accessibility and safety from its polluted soil. At night the lit track is 
experienced as a vivid colorful flow of users engaging with the system 
of sensor triggered lights and installations, engaging with one another 
as well as interacting with and signaling the neighbor opposite, Aalborg 
harbor. 
Interactive installations will be plugged into the track system through 
the activation period, all catalyzing use and interest until the laying out 
of a new urban development at the Stigsborg harborfront.
 
As a digital layer of the strategy, the track will be complemented with a 
game app with blast-off at the 2017 DGI event, allowing another level of 
engagement with the area by letting the visitors collect points around 
the path, compete and use the interface to activate the installations. 
The competing layer is a way of attracting users to visit the area once 
more. 
TIMELINE
PARAMETERS
STRATEGY CONCEPT
USER GROUP
Designing temporary strategies for Stigsborg Harborfront
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Ine Kjelgård - group 3
As a part of the ‘Activating Stigsborg’ strategy, several 
temporary installations are established along the 
interactive track on the site. Chase the Trace is design 
intervention number five and is planned to appear in 
2019. The installation seeks to challenge the way users 
move and comes into play by the physical interaction 
of the visitors, as it invites its users to play a game we 
all know from the childhood playground - ‘Tag’. In the 
game, one or more players chase other players in an 
attempt to tag or touch them, and when a person is 
tagged, the tagger says “tag, you’re it”. In Chase the 
Trace, the visitors are playing the game by chasing a 
light in the paving. 
The installation consists of pressure sensitive tiles which 
are illuminated when stepped on. When the tiles senses 
a player, a randomized path generated in the tiles for 
the visitors to follow. If a player steps on the correct tile 
the light turns green, while if she steps on the wrong tile 
the light turns red. Anyone visiting the installation can 
be a part of the game, but the visitors themselves can 
decide to which extent they want to play- just walking 
by, generating light, chasing the light as they are out 
running, or registering with an app to compete with 
other players.
Designing temporary strategies for Stigsborg Harbourfront
APPLICATION GAME
Chase the Trace is also a part of the “Activate Stigsborg”- 
app, where the visitors can register to collect points along 
the track and compete with fellow players. The level 
of difficulty depends on how many points the user has 
previously collected in the app. Further on, the users can 
customize the color of their light or make a pixel drawing 
to chase and shear on social media.
CHASE THE TRACE 
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CHASE
THE
LIGHT!
BEAT ME 
NOW, BRO!
WHAT ON
EARTH IS
THIS?!
Visitors can activate the path and play the 
game by simply stepping onto the tiles.
The active user can download the app and 
compete with other players. The players 
themselves decide the level of difficulty, 
generate paths to challenge competitors 
or leave a personal pixel drawing in the 
tiles. 
For the unaware user who stumbles 
upon the installation, the light tickles his 
attention and invites him to interact with 
the environment.
At times when no one is playing the 
installation, the traces of the daily visitors 
are displayed in the tiles to show the 
activity at Stigsborg.
Protective layer and 
surface material 
distributing the weight 
equally. 
LED lights along the edges.
Pressure sensitive resistors 
connected in series.
Source: http://sean.voisen.org/blog/2013/08/
designing-pressure-sensitive-floor/
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Katrine Hernø Munck - Group 3
MEMORY GAME
At the south-western part of the path is the installation Memory Game 
located. It is a sequence made out from vertical thin panels that are 
placed as two streamlines. The panel vary in distance to each other and 
thereby creating openings. These openings make a visual interaction for 
people outside the installation, since the ones that are moving around 
inside are being staged. The openings also make it possible to have a 
look to the other side of the fjord and framing some of the landmarks in 
Aalborg and in the same way framing the Stigsborg area.
An incorporated memory game in the installation will give the user 
knowledge and information about the development of the Stigsborg 
area, the landmarks and attractions in Aalborg city. A memory game is 
an easy understanding game that will reach out and connect to all ages. 
The game is about getting most matching pairs. When a user walks into 
the installation it will be activated by touching the panels, where the inner 
panels have integrated screens. These screens will randomly display the 
information in an image or a text for a fixed time. You will get a match 
by finding an image of a certain place and pair it with the text of the 
place’ name. This game will strengthen people’s memory and make them 
remember Aalborg.
A connected app will provide the user a new level to the game. See how 
fast you can collect all matches and select the difficulty level of the open 
screen time. Next will the app give more and deeper information about 
the matches. Hopefully the information will wake people’s curiosity to go 
out and explore the places themselves. In that way will Aalborg city get 
branded and benefit from the installation, as well will the Stigsborg area.
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Katrine Støtt Bøjer . Group 3
‘DRUM BARRELS!’
‘DRUM BARRELS!’ is an interactive installation of trampoline drums 
encouraging its users to socialization in motion and intuitive discovery 
in a battle against oneself and other users. The trampoline drums are 
equipped with smart technology affording each barrel to play different 
sounds as you jump, depending on how much pressure you put down 
when jumping. 
Placed at the far east end of the Stigsborg Harborfront deserted from 
everything else than industry, a few tall bushes and a large grass field, 
the ‘DRUM BARRELS’ create a social place, an attractor point, meaning 
something to see and navigate from, and hint to the past and present 
pollution of the Stigsborg brownfield landscape. Through users’ 
utilization of the space and their creation of positive experiences, 
barriers are torn down, and essentially, fun makes for a closer future of 
an urban development at Stigsborg.  
Tickle
20 trampolines are placed as an alternative route along the raised 
track. Additionally, two more tightly suspended trampolines are placed 
into the track as a little ‘tickle’ to gain the interest of passers-by. Motion-
sensors will sense users nearby and pulsing drums will ‘call out’ for 
their attention according to user’s individual speed. 
App interface
‘DRUM BARRELS!’ works both with and without an app, but carrying 
a smartphone the installation becomes a interactive musical game 
similar to ‘GuitarHero’. The user, or users if playing as a group, chooses 
a rhythm in the app, presses play, then jump the trampolines lit up 
nearby, and as quickly as possible to earn maximum points. Another 
great option for the user would be to record own compositions and 
save them on the app, leaving them for other users to try out. 
TRAMPOLINES
METAL ‘WASTE BARRELS’
SENSORS AND SPEAKERS
LED LIGHT RINGS
TRAMPoLinE
Ø1 M, Ø1.5 M
LED LiGHT Rin S
‘DRU  BARRELS’ in 
RUBBER MATERiAL
SEnSoRS An  SPEAKERS
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let’s battle!
20 m
2.5 m
let’s battle!
20 m
2.5 m
A SOCIAL PLACE-MAKING SAFETY
inTRUDinG THE PATH AnD 
CAPTiVATinG THE ATTEnTion 
oF PASSERS-BY
A LAYER oF WooD CHiPS ASSURE 
SAFETY in A RADiUS SURRoUnDinG 
THE TRAMPoLinES.
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Lars Barly Pedersen . Group 3
Tales from the past: 
Once a upon a time a big noise factory ruled the land of Stigsborg bryg-
ge. It was a time of no fun and games, no one quite know what they did 
in this big noise factory. As the harbour front off aalborg develop there 
was no space for a big noise factory so it was shut down and the land 
was closest off from the public as it was too dangerous to enter. The 
land soon got the rumor of being on safe og heavy polluted. It still have 
this rumor though nobody not how bad it really is. 
Now the municipality comes as a knight in shining armor, to save the 
people from the land of death where nothing can life and create a new 
land with fun and games, where people once again can enter. 
One way to do this is by telling about the site and show how far we are a 
long with the plans of cleaning the site. This installation will do this and 
more. It will tell the history of the site, the life on it and what it will be in 
the future. The user can interact with the installation by using the app to 
record sounds, tell stories and chance what to hear one the tales from 
the past installation. By doing this people will know the truth about the 
site and hopefully see the site in a better light.  
Past Present
Nature Tales
Future
Premade
User made
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Laura Lyhne - Group 03 
 JORDEN ER GIFTIG 
THE FLOOR IS MADE OF LAVA
In continuation to the strategy of making a luminous path that con-
nects different spots on Stigsborg, the aim has been to develop five 
different temporary installations in a time frame starting at DGI rally 
in 2017. The common vision has been to incorporate the Smart City 
approach to the development and catalyzing of the area, therefore the 
strategy can be seen from two points – one is the public participation 
(the game) and the other is the data collection. In this installation “the 
Floor is Made of Lava” the concept is to make a combination of public 
participation and fun. The public participation part function by that the 
users connect the game via an app and make a sentence from the sug-
gested word – then the user will jump the sentence on the LED active 
floor and the sentence will be projected on the old chlorine tank. By 
doing that the users are at the same time playing a game and are an 
active role in the public participation process. There is one other game 
related to the app – missing word game, which is implemented to catch 
the younger users’ focus, and to make some diversification in the way 
of using the LED path. Both of the games are linked to the common 
point system, so the installation will work as a game on the path. 
The path is also accessible for people who do not want to use digital 
media on their move, therefore the path will sensor people walking on 
the path the whole time, making random sentences to catch people’s 
awareness. 
The game “the floor is made of lave” should be seen as a funny ap-
proach to implement public participation and games in the public 
space. The three different games works at the same way according to 
technology they use, but with a deviation of how the sensor tracks the 
different users on the path and how game on the app is working and 
returns the data back to the municipality. 
LED ACTIVE FLOOR WITH APP PARTICIPATION
the sensors are encoded to game system
LED ACTIVE FLOOR WITHOUT  APP PARTICIPATION
sensors follows the imprint of the feet. 
THE FLOOR IS MADE 
OF LAVA INTERFACE
PUBLIC 
PARTICIPATION 
WORD GAME
MISSING WORD
 GAME 
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Strategies and design solutions - group four
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[insert name] . [insert group x]
Cloud Gate is a public sculp-
ture by Indian-born British 
artist Anish Kapoor. The 
110-ton elliptical sculpture is forged of a seam-
less series of highly polished stainless steel 
plates, which reflect Chicago’s famous skyline 
and the clouds above [Cityofchicago]. The inspi-
ration from the Cloud Gate, is by the use of the re-
flecting material. During the night the installation 
at Stigsborgs Brygge, is very interesting because 
of the light, but during the day, the installation will 
lose the effect. By using a very highly polished 
stainless steel, as the Cloud Gate, it is possible 
to create a meaningful and interesting aspect of 
watching these sculptures. 
Materiality
DETOUR/
 SURPLUS VALUE
SIGHT
SENSE
LIGHT 
INSTALLATION
TECHNOLOGY/
SMART CITY
The intervention is 
placed along the 
curved experience 
path. The path is cre-
ating a connection in 
the environment, be-
cause is both attach 
the land and in the 
Limfjorden.  
The sense of this in-
tervention is to sight, 
where the goal is to 
eliminate the other 
senses. By this, the 
path is raised above 
the ground, so it 
is only possible to 
watch the light instal-
lation. 
The intervention is 
working with light, 
where the light in-
stallations can vary 
in colors, brightness 
and permanent light 
or ‘blink’. The light 
can highlight the site 
and be used as way-
finding/landmark in 
the area.
The technology is 
working through an 
app, developed to 
create a connection 
between the visitors 
and the installations. 
The app (see dia-
gram), can adjust dif-
ferent parameters, so 
people can interact 
and create their own 
light design. 
#MAKEITGLOW
[GLOW] BRIGHTNESS
‘BLINK’
COLOR
[MAKE YOUR OWN LIGHT] [INFORMATION]
This light installation is an art installation at 
Stigsborg Brygge. The sculpture is using the 
urban and natural environment to frame the 
landscape. Light and shadow interplay and 
exist together,there is a subtlety of using 
both to manipulate space and thought. 
Using this app you can create your own art, 
by adjusting the color and brightness of the 
light. 
[HOME] [HOME]
[EXHIBIT]
Tell everybody your story! In this page you 
can upload and exhibit your light design. 
TAKE A PICTURE
UPLOAD IT ON FACEBOOK OR INSTAGRAM 
[HOME]
Using an app is both easy to use for the individual and also it can 
create a lot of fast data. This app is developed to be the connection 
between the intervention and the visitor. The idea by the app is to 
give people information about the installation, the meaning of light and also information 
about the site ‘Stigsborg Brygge’. By getting people involved in the intervention, can 
create meetings and create a playful experience. 
People who is going to use this app, is people who want to explore and have a bit more 
out of the visit. The vision is to create a belonging and an idea of creating something 
personal. 
The data from the app, can tell something about, how well visit the site is. To get people 
involved and let people know about the site, Instagram and Facebook is ideal platforms 
for communication. People can upload pictures from the visit, and by this, the data 
and information will flow on these platforms and create awareness about the different 
interventions. 
TECHNOLOGY
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  As seen in the illustration, 
people can use their smart-
phone to connect and play with the intervention. 
As mention before, they can for example change 
the color of the light. By using this feature, is it 
easy for people to take a stop on the route, it 
might not be more than a couple of minutes, but 
they have the opportunities to interact and con-
nect, using the technology, everyone is carrying 
around today.
InteractionThe function of the intervention 
is to be a part of a bigger strat-
egy, where people can interact with their senses due to 
the different interventions and senses. This is an exam-
ple of how the sight is in focus, and how it create a plat-
form for experiences, activity and information about your 
sight sense. As seen in the diagram the experience path 
is raised above the ground, and creates a loop on the 
regular path. The raised path is turning into a bridge, so 
people can have a better view of the light intervention.    
Tthe goal is to create awareness of the site, and let peo-
ple take part in the process.  
Function
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The interventions along the structure each focusing on the different senses 
to give different experiences along the recreational journey. This intervention 
is focusing on the sense of hearing and the installation is used as an active 
element in the landscape but also for the further development of the site.
CONCEPT
The installation exists of 40 sound poles placed in a platform along the ex-
perience path that moves through the area. Each of the sound poles either 
tells a story or a wish for the area while others produce a sound related to 
landscape or cityscape. Each of the sound poles is featured with motion and 
touch sensors. The sound poles that produce a sound related to cityscape 
or landscape are activated by touch. When a person touch a pole another 
pole in the platform starts producing a sound. The sound poles telling a 
story or a wish is activated by motion in a radius of the poles. Moving out of 
the activation zones the story stops. 
PUBLIC INCLUSION
The installation will be finished for the DGI event and during the event, the 
participants can upload stories about their passion for the gymnastics or 
stories about past DGI events with their smartphones. After the festival, the 
public will be included in the installation. With smartphones or on the internet 
the public can upload stories about the area or wishes for the area. Which 
of the poles that produce sounds and which tell stories will change during 
the time. This makes the installation change and invite people to explore 
it numerous times. The municipality can use these wishes in the further 
development for the area.
It will be the municipality who decides, which stories the sound poles will 
tell. The municipality can also communicate their plans for the area and how 
far the process is. 
After the new development of the area, the intervention there will be no 
need for the stories. Then all the sound poles will produce different sounds 
and the installation will function as a playful and active element in the urban 
space in the new area. 
Opening DGI
2017
20 Soundpoles: Hisories from 
DGI participants
30 Sound polesoles: Dierent sounds
Spring
2018
6 Soundpoles: Hisories about the area 
(Municipality, users or residents)
4 Soundpoles: Wishes for the area
(Municipality, users or residents)
30 Poles: Dierent sounds
Development
20??
10 Soundpoles: Hisories/experiences in 
or about the area 
(Municipality, users or residents)
30 Sound poles: Dierent sounds
Shifting stories and wishes.
A variation in which soundpoles that tell 
the stories and which produce a sound.
TOUCH SOUND
INSIDE 
ZONE
SOUND
2 TYPES OF SPEAKERS
Both integrated in the structure. One in 
the height of 1,8 meters with an intense 
sound that only reach a meter from the 
core of the pole, radius of the activation 
zone. One in the top of the structure with a 
louder sound that can reach the distance 
of 13 meter. Therefore, the user will be 
able to hear the sound from a pole in the 
other corner when touching the closest 
sound pole. 13 meters1 meter 13 meters1 meter
SENSORIAL SOUNDS
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Stigsborg Havnefront - explore your senses
A TOUCH OF WATER
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The sense of touch, is more than the use of hands, 
it is the nerve placed in the skin covering the whole 
body. The sense of touch is pain, vibration, tempera-
ture, movement and of course touch.
The implementation of water can stimulate many 
senses, but looking at the sense of touch. Water can 
move, it can change temperature and change its 
form, from solid, liquid to gas. By touching the skin 
of a person, it activates the nerves.
The installation has multiple purposes. During DGI, 
it functions as a shower station. The water is pro-
vided through the infrastructure. Simple structures 
surrounding the tower of water houses some of the 
bathing facilities necessary during the event.
After the end of the DGI event, the primary function 
of the interventions is to be an art installation, a play-
ful one at that. It is constructed by a simple frame 
structure, when silent standing quietly in the land-
scape, not dragging attention to itself.
When interacted with the installation changes from 
a simple skeleton, into a structure of water. It changes 
appearance by dripping water silently, symbolizing a 
waterfall or blowing out water steam.
This is changes that will be visible during the day, 
during the night a simple lighting can be implement-
ed, thereby creating a structure working all hours.
Dripping water Falling water Steam water
Infrastructure implemented Installation prepared for DGI Peak of intensity Disassemble of shower facilities Identity
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EMIL WILLEMOES. - GROUP 4
INTERVENTION:
The concept for the sixth sense intervention are to 
explore how humans navigate the world through 
senses. The five sense are the tools that helps 
people understand the world around them but 
what about understanding other people. To sense 
what a person thinke or feel one most use em-
pathy. This is our sixth sense at work. Empathy 
comes natural people but very few understand 
how it works. It is a unconsciously mechanisme 
that relies on the decoding of the other 5 sense. 
Being aware of ones senes will help people to un-
derstand empathy. Further more people can be 
trained to use empathy more effective by knowing 
what to look for. The intervention aims to created 
and environment there people becomes aware of 
their senses importence when navigating in the 
world and to train them to be better at using em-
pathy.
The intervention is a room installation which pur-
pose it is to make people aware of their sense. The 
design are oversites, the walls curves so to make it 
 
harder to navigate in the space and the skylight 
source are hidden. These effects makes one 
more aware of how we understand room and use 
our sense. Small installation compine sound, vid-
eo and tought and showes how our sense work 
together. When people become aware of their 
sense they can get information on how to use this 
for empathy. The visitors are then invitet into the 
center of the building to use it in conversation.
TOOLS OF NAVIGATION
Sixth sense
UNderstanding EMPATHY Using EMPATHY 
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sense awareness 
Empathy bootcamp
Empathy application
Roof Interior PRogramming
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Strategies and design solutions - group five
Camilla Nielsen
Cecilie Lehmann Egeblad
Charlotte Gissel
Marianne Gyldenløv Laursen
Sonja Nygaard Thomsen
[GROUP 5 - Camilla Nielsen. Cecilie L. Egeblad. Charlotte Gissel. Marianne. G. Laursen. Sonja Thomsen]
STIGSBORG BRYGGE
Stigsborg Havnefront is an old industrial area in Nørresundby, close to Lim-
fjorden and Aalborg city center. The area was formerly owned by the fertil-
izer factory Kemira, today the area is owned by Aalborg Municipality and 
Aalborg Harbour. The harbour front is now cleared of all former industrial 
facilities and appears as an empty and deserted area, with nothing more 
than a polluted ground, surrounded by a big fence.
In 2017 the DGI national convention will take place at Stigsborg Havne-
front, which will attract a lot of people to the area, a good opportunity for 
kickstarting the new development of the area by using technologies to cre-
ate new forms of social interactions. 
How is it possible to create something temporary, which can contribute to a 
new identity of the area while hopefully bringing more attention to the area?
One of the main challenges in the area is ‘Syren’, which is the most exposed 
of the contaminated areas. It can not be used for anything today because 
of the pollution, and therefore the area is enclosed by a fence and it is not 
permitted to enter the area. This raises the question; how it is possible to use 
this area in an interesting way, that might over time attract more people to 
the area?
AFTER THE DGI NATIONAL CONVENTION
The wooden path from the DGI event will be preserved so it will still be 
possible to walk along the waterfront. At the same time a new path will be 
established of ground protection mats in iron and be lit up by industrial 
craftmann light there will be fixed on the ground. 
The path will take the visitor through the fenced area, that symbolizes the 
closed area with the poisoned soil and water from the former Kemira. In 
this area the five different installations will be placed. Each installation will 
communicate a moment in history on the path through one of the five sens-
es as their main concept. This is being achieved by the use of technology to 
give an unexpected experience. The installations should mainly address to 
the young boy from the nearby neighborhood who need a place to hang out 
after school. But that does not mean that the citizens in Nørresundby can 
use the intervention and get an experience as well when they are out for a 
sunday stroll.
The goal with the intervention is to create a new perception of Stigsborg 
Havnefront and especially ‘Syren’ by challenging and pushing to the prej-
udices the area is surrounded by. It should generated an attachment and 
ownership for the citizens of Nørresundby and thereby increase the value 
of Stigsborg.
CONCEPT
the future
the 
consequence 
the present 
the past
?
the potential
the future
the 
consequence 
the present 
the past
?
the potential
the future
the 
consequence 
the present 
the past
?
the potential
the future
the 
consequence 
the present 
the past
?
the potential
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DIAGRAM: DGI NATIONAL CONVENTION
SYREN
CITIZENS
IDENTETYINFRASTRUCTURE
SYREN
CITIZENS
IDENTETYINFRASTRUCTURE
?
PLACE MAKING
The strategy of Stigsborg Havnefront should challenge the user and the perception 
of the polluted soil. The transformation should make the user explore the area and 
the different installations and make the enclosed vaste land to an experimental 
area. 
The environment shall contain interventions of different aspects with new tech-
nologies such as interactive installations. These installations should challenge and 
provoke the senses so the users will notice the layers of the site.
DIAGRAM: PLACE MAKING NOW DIAGRAM: PLACE MAKING FUTURE
SECTION: CROSSING PATHS
fall
DGI National Convention
Light on the path generated by sunlight
The installation for ”the sense sight” 
”the sense of smell”
”the sense hearing”
”the sense taste”
”sense of touch”
The shiled, wood path get established
Installations are installed 
Reevaluation of installations
Analysis of the data
2017 spring/summer
2017 
2018 winter
?
The fence is put up around ’Syren’
Light on the new path
The oval, iron path get established
DIAGRAM: TIMELINE
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[Camilla Nielsen] . [Group 5]
THE CONCEPT
The industry and the people behind have drop a lot of waste in nature. The nature 
is now really polluted and destroyed, and the specific site do not have any kind of 
life of plants – only few types of dead grass are near the area. 
With the installation it is now the nature there will give back the waste to the peo-
ple there visit the path and show the consequence from the industry. The pedes-
trians have to feel the consequence with their own body and really have to think 
about what kind of consequence the industry can give the nature in the future 
when there industry is gone.
The pedestrians will never touch the polluted soil but with the installation and the 
technology will give an experience they will have to notice and think about. 
When the path is in use some sensors will register the flow and will activate the 
technology. When the people is walking the nature give back the poison the people 
have given the nature. The poison from the nature is only fresh air the path will 
exhale. The air will be a kindly symbol the poison. The air will exhale in a random 
system from small spots in the path so the experience will always be different. 
The air will be unpredictable and will sharpen the interest and the senses to the 
path and make the people be a little bit excited for what is happening. SECTION ACROSS THE PATH
SECTION ALONG THE PATH
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PLAN 1:250
DIAGRAM FOR THE CONSTRUCTION
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[Cecilie Lehmann Egeblad] . [Group 5]
The “Present” installation is a sensorial and complex experi-
ence where the scent that can be very powerful for the visi-
tors. It is difficult to display something that is not visible, an 
invisible form of art. The old industrial silo is implicated in the 
installation. The bottom of the silo is cut of, so it will be possi-
ble to look up upon the ceiling of the silo. 
The installation is a scent experience of the present, where 
it is possible to experience different scents and be evoked 
by the scent. Sensors will be mounted on the silo, so it is 
possible to register when people are entering the installa-
tion, and when people enter, different scents will be spread 
- like a big scent ball. Visitors can use an App: Experience 
the scent, where they can choose one word that describes 
the scent, and then add a memory text which could for ex-
ample be emotional responses, memories and associations. 
Because when people smell something the reaction is typi-
cally an emotional response. The words and texts will then be 
projected up onto the ceiling of the silo in different colors, like 
a ceiling of shining text mosaics.
APP - EXPERIENCE THE SCENT 
The technical layer of the installation is the App, a platform 
that gives the visitors the opportunity to put their own mark 
on the installation and the area. This is something that makes 
them interact with the surroundings. A specific scent can be 
released, but it can also just be the scent of the present area, 
and the scents can change with the different seasons - the 
scent of the present. 
IN THE FUTURE 
In the future other scent platforms can be placed in the city 
and also be connected to the App, where a new layer can be 
added. The new layer in the App can be a scent map, where 
it is possible to see what people think it smells like in different 
areas of the city.
THE PRESENT: IN BETWEEN THE 
PAST AND THE FUTURE
A SCENT EXPERIENCE OF THE PRESENT
OLD DOME SCENCE: SCENT
THE PRESENT
THE TECHNOLOGY  
TEXT
DIAGRAM: TEXT APP CONCEPT
- EXPERIENCE THE SCENT APP
CONCEPT DIAGRAM
Text color
EXPERIENCE THE SCENT
Scent word
Memorie: text 
Dust
Flowers
Fjord
Snow
APP
DIAGRAM: THE EXPERIENCE APP
ATMOSPHERE PICTURE: THE SILO
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SCENT
DIAGRAM: SECTION CUTPLAN OF THE SENSORS AND SCENT MIST
EXP
ERIE
NCE
THE
 SCE
NT
SENSOR SCENT APP
text
text
text
...
...
WORD ART
DIAGRAM: THE EXPERIENCE 
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[Charlotte Gissel] . [Group 5]
The strategy for the whole project is the senses and the history at Stigsborg 
Havnefront and in this installation the sense seeing and the history of the future is 
the focus point. This installation is addressed to the nearby citizens in Nørresundby 
who would like to know and bring new ideas to what the future brings Stigsborg 
Havnefront by learning, experience and dialogue.  
The installation is installed so it is ready for the DGI National Convention and would 
be a “led” in the fence that would keep the young people from entering the polluted 
area. Under the event would there be information about what is happening and 
people could interagere with each other by writing or drawing information’s on the 
last board with water senses. The sensors react with water, and when they are in 
contact with water a little LED light will turn on. A water pump will be integrated so 
it is the water from the fjord that would be used for the drawing and for the use of 
the symbolic of the pollution from the soil that is entering the groundwater and out 
in the fjord. 
After the DGi National Convention the municipality would use it for inform and start I 
dialogue with citizens about the future development of Stigsborg Havnefront. When 
people are nearing the boards a sensor will register the movement and turn on a 
screen that will tell something about the municipalities plan for the area. There will 
be three screens on each site and the last one will be empty, here the user has the 
opportunity to write or send a message with their wishes for the future Stigsborg 
Havnefront which the municipality can use for the further development. The first 
three screens can be updated with the newest information so the future history 
would look different from time to time as the plan is developed. 
The time frame for this installation at Stigsborg Havnefront would be between one 
and two years, but the life time would be more, so it could easily be used for other 
new developed projects.  
WATER PATHFUTURE+ +
The three elements: 
The diagram shows the three elements the installation had dealed with; Water, The 
future and the main path.
fall
DGI National Convention
The participants can use the last screen for 
messages to otherparticipants 
The screens is estableshed
Reevaluation of installations
Analysis of the data
2017 spring/summer
2017 
2018 winter
DGI event use it to inform about the program
The municiality update the screens and the citiznes can 
write and draw messeges with their wish for the future 
Stigsborg Havnefront
20?? 
The municipality can use 
the installtion in similar projects
Time Line
Shows the life time of the installation
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UNDERTHE DGI NATIONAL CONVENTION
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Program for 27th july:10 am: 25 m Shooting
11 am: 50 m swimming
12 am: Handball
1 pm: Soccer
Program for 28th july:
10 am: Ping-pong
11 am: Dance
12 am: Golf
1 pm: Canoeing and Kayaking
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1. STEP:
Tha main idea from the 
strategy
2. STEP:
The screens is incor-
porated in the fense
3. STEP:
DGI use the screens 
for the main program, 
and the participans are 
using it for messen-
geres to eachother
Houses
skating rink
Step 2:
Draw or write your 
wishes for the future 
Stigsborg Havne-
front on the boards Aalborg 
Municipality
Step 1:
Make your hands wet in 
the rippling water
Koncept: This diagram show the installations technical 
part in chronological order.
1. Empty screen 2. Put water on an object 3. The sensors will turn on the 
LED lights when the water touch 
them
4. Draw / write the wishes for the 
future developmenta
5. The wishes will be up-
loaded to the municipality
Houses
skating rink
Step 2:
Draw or write your 
wishes for the future 
Stigsborg Havne-
front on the boards Aalborg 
Municipality
Step 1:
Make your hands wet in 
the rippling water
AFTER THE DGI NATIONAL CONVENTION
A
B
C
D
1. STEP:
After the DGI National 
Conventin the fense 
will be removed and 
the history of the future 
begins 
2. STEP:
The municipality has 
uploaded the new 
plans for the devlop-
ment and the citizens 
can come with their 
wishes
Section 
A
B
C
D
A
B
C
D
A
B
C
D
How the screens will turn on and off
1. scenaio 2. scenaio 3. scenaio 
Cencept section:
The water-pump for the rippling water
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Marianne Gyldenløv Laursen . Group 5
THE POTENTIAL OF STIGSBORG BRYGGE
On the tour around at ’Syren’ where the visitors are going to 
experience the history of Stigsborg Havnefront, they pass 
through the past, the present, the consequence and the future. 
However, between the consequence and the future is the po-
tential. Because what exactly is the potential of this site? It is a 
big question to ask the common visitor taking a stroll, therefor 
this is an installation that should create images in people’s 
minds when the pass through – like a catalyst for new ideas.
The installation is placed where the temporally path of iron 
crosses the minor stream that exist on the site. The bridge 
itself is just going to be a simple construction to carry the 
ground protection iron mats.
The installation consists of 24 pipes of steal, 12 on each side 
of the path. These pipes can create a cloud of steam with a 
flavour. This flavour should trigger the sense of taste for the 
people passing through. The fog cloud starts being produced 
when the visitor walk pass the sensors on each side of the 
bridge.
The flavour added to the evaporated water could be tastes like 
food to create an image of a restaurant area, or when you walk 
by houses around dinnertime where you almost can taste the 
good food they are having. The taste could also be unpleasant 
like from flowers or perfume indicating a site with a park or a 
shopping street.  The point is to begin to push and maybe pro-
voke the visitor’s perception of the site as it is today and what 
it could become.
DIAGRAM: FACIAL EXPRESSIONS WHEN YOU TASTE
PLAN DIAGRAM OF INSTALLATION 1:100
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SECTION: THE TEMPORAL PATH OF IRON WITH SENSORS ON EACH SIDE
SECTION: THE STEAM PIPES WORKING 
SECTION: THE FEEDBACK INSTALLATION
AN IDEA GENERATOR
When the visitor pass through the foggy taste cloud, he or 
she will meet a minor installation consisting of a button and 
a microphone of some kind. This technical device is for the 
visitor to record peoples reaction of the taste, but mostly it is 
to record the visitors ideas to new tastes or ideas about the 
area. This feedback material could afterwards give a direction 
of how many visited, the people’s opinion and at the same 
time gives some new words to the brainstorm board of the 
future plans for Stigsborg Brygge.
VISUALIZATION COLLAGE OF THE INSTALLATION OF POTENTIAL
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SONJA N. THOMSEN GROUP 5
The aim is to create and a spatial experience for the user, of being out in the open nature and give the opportunities to rest, play, listen and get a view over the deserted 
area.  The design intents is to create a consistent between the temporary path and permanent path in materials such as wood and light. 
The installation is placed on both sides of the temporary path to work closer with the idea of greeting and leading the visitor into the installation. 
The installation is constructed as boxes measuring 80x80 cm and in different heights to create and variation and the possibility to sit, climb and jump on the installation. 
The installation is based on the sites past and how it is possible to show it with sounds and telling.
Each box has its own program on some of the boxes there is a handle with a thread. 
The meaning is that the user shall turn the handle this will activating the speaker inside the box. The out com will be different from box to box. 
One box will tell a short telling about the site and the fertilizer pant while some will be programed to say different sounds – Noise from the past, describing the daily life 
which used to be there. If there are many people turning the handles on the boxes on the same time the sounds will harmonize together. Therefor the installations can 
work for a single person or a group of people. 
Then there are some boxes which are more intelligent. Where it I possible so scan a QR code and gain access to and webpage where it will be possible to record and 
leave a short note for the next visitor. 
A TELLING OF THE PAST 
?
REC
OR
D
LEA
VE 
A N
OTE
SW
ING
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 LIS
TEN
Here used a 
fertilizer plant 
to lay...
DIAGRAM: THE VISITOR BECOMES AWARE OF THE QR CODE AND 
THE HANDEL
DIAGRAM: THE VISITOR SCANS THE QR CODE AND GETS ACCESS 
TO A WEBPAGE WHERE HE IS ENCOURAGE TO TURN THE HANDLE 
AND LEAVE A NOTE FOR THE NEXT VISITOR. 
DIAGRAM: THE VISITOR APPROACHES THE BOX AND TURNS THE 
HANDLE, WHICH TELLS HIM A STORY ABOUT THE SITES PAST. 
NOW HIS PERCEPTION OF THE SITE IS CHANGED.
HOW TO GET STARTED – QR CODE
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DIAGRAM: DIFFERENT SOUNDS PLAYING IN INDIVIDUAL BOXES – TOGETHER COMBIN-
ING A STORY OF SOUND OF EVERYDAY LIFE AT THE OLD FERTILIZER PLANT
A MIX OF SOUNDS
I Like how the 
nearby area lights 
up, from this 
instalation
I like that 
too..Nice! :D 
Adventure to 
gain insight 
in the past..
DIAGRAM: THE TOP OF EACH BOX IS MADE FROM SUNCEL-
LPANNELS WHICH WILL BE THE MAIN ENERGY SOURCE. BY 
SCANNING SOME OF THE QR CODES IT WILL BE POSSIBLE TO 
RECORD AND LEAVE AN MESSAGE FOR THE NEXT VISITOR.  
THE ACTUAL SUNCELLPANNELS WILL FUNCTION AS THE 
LIGHT SOURCE, TO LIGHT UP THE AREA IN THE EVENINGS.
LEVE A MESSAGE FOR A STRANGER
SECTION, CC 1:100
SECTION, AA 1:100
SECTION, DD 1:100
SECTION, BB 1:100
PLAN 1:100, SECTIONLINES
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Strategies and design solutions - group six
Alexander Kruse Bredgaard
Christian Østgaard
Guro Ranum
Mathilde Kirkegaard
Simon Stulien
Viktor Kristoffer Becker
[Group 6, Alexander Bredegaard, Christian Østegaard, Mathilde Kirkegaard, Guro Raum, Simon Stulien, Viktor Becker]
LIGHT DISTRICT
Designing temporary strategies for Stigsborg Harbourfront
CONCEPT
Sitgsborg Harbour front will be turned in to a “Light District” that connects the 
ground visually with Aalborg city center and works as an interactive motivatior for 
the people in the area. The harbour front will be connected through a running/ac-
tivity path that leads you around the area interacting with different training 
activities. 
The area and light will be connected to an mobile application (explained in the 
diagram to the right), that the users can download to activate a “running buddy” 
that guides you around according to a self choosen program with a suitable pace. 
The “running buddy” is a LED wire with a “light ball” guiding you above your head. For 
every 100  meter a sensor will activate a light that beams up in the air to make the 
site light up from distance.
The Light District will be a place where people can interact with each other in person 
but also through the app. The running path is a modular system and can be changed 
when the DGI- event is over and the area is developing with habitation.
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LIGHT DISTRICT
Designing temporary strategies for Stigsborg Harbourfront
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DGI-Event
Instant city
Experience path
Meeting points with mini events
Create work-out hotspots
Connected to the running path
Temporary and permanent 
Path and green
Make the area noticeable
Accessibility
Plant green that can clean the soil
Create an interactive running path
Habitation
New part of Nørresundby
Public cost line
Running path - Identity of the site
Move the temporary hotspots
Allow habitation
DEVELOPMENT:
THE CONSTRUCTION:
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Tip for View & Orientation Insert Training Facilities in Branches The Training Forest
CONCEPT
Strength Training Hotspot Lift for Shade & Rain Shelter
THE GREEN GEM
The strength training pavilion is focusing on 
the abstract idea of the old way of training, 
where the nature was the machine to train 
you. This parametric tree structure creates 
the symbolism of the nature, where each 
of these tree trunks have a certain focus 
on different muscles in the strength train-
ing department, from for example training 
your biceps to training your chest. Each of 
the tree trunks have implemented training 
machines within them, to integrate the sen-
sibility of the pavilion within the training 
aspect of the pavilion. 
When you are at these different stations, 
there will also be a performative interac-
tion with the user and the pavilion in a 
visual content. When the machines or the 
tree trunks are being used, it sends light 
impulses depending on the users’ activity 
and speed. For example at the punching 
bag trunk, each time you hit it, a fast light 
impulse will shot out through the top of this 
branch, and with the slower ones, such 
as the bench press, a slower light impulse 
will shoot out to the rhythm of the weight 
going up and down. 
Alexander Bredgaard, Group 6, Study No.  20124872
F2016, MSc 02 Urban Design, Aalborg University, Simulating & Modelling Urban Flows
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PERFORMATIVE INTERACTION
Boxing Facilities 
Light Impulses by Hit
Upper Body Facilities
Light Impulses by Sliding Up & Down
Bench Presses
Light Impulses by Sliding Up & Down
Integrated Arm Lifting
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[Christian Østgaard] . [Group 6]
The responsive fountain
The path takes a turn out in to Limfjorden and creates a space between 
bridge and shore, where an oval fountain is created. 
The responsive fountain comes alive through training, music and movement.
On shore there will be placed a platform with rowing machines, which will be 
part of the overal strategy  of  interactive circle training, under the theme of 
watersports. 
When using the rowing machines, then fountain will respond to the power of 
the stroke and create a curve based on the force. The harder one pulles, the 
higher the fountain goes. The curve will move around the oval fountain like a 
race track. When several users are training, its possible to race each other, 
starting in different positions with equal space between them. 
When two users are in the same possition, the fountain will make an interfer-
ance effect, where the hight will double.
This will make the rowing experience more exciting, giving a visual and 
physical feedback to the users, aswell as giving surplus value by affecting 
the space in a way that creates spectacle for other visitors.
When the rowing machines are not used, it should be posible to connect the 
fountain to your smartphone, which will be customizable via the app or by 
playing music directly through bluetooth.
When neither of these are used, the fountain will respond to movement 
around the track. Sensors will pick up the speed of passers by and reflect  
this in to the hight of the fountain.
Designing temporary strategies for Stigsborg Harbourfront
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[Viktor Becker] . [Group 6]
Designing temporary strategies for Stigsborg Harbourfront
BUY A OLD CAMPER OPTIMIZE THE EXTERIOR PIMP IT
REMOVE THE OLD INTERIOR BUILD A MODERN OFFICE RENT IT OUT! 
1 2 3
4 5 6
A lot of old campers are laying around 
North Jutland waiting for a funeral. Why 
not turn them in to eco-friendly mobile 
offices?
A: Monocyrstalline Solar Panels
B: Awnings for Sunscreening
C: Wooden cladding for protection
Paint it and make it noticeable! Create a 
brand and organisation around the 
project, invite companies to co-op in 
return for commercial.
Invite people, freelancers, artists and 
office monkeys to participate in the 
transformation. The more they work, the 
cheaper it gets! 
A: Loose Furnitures as comfortable 
chairs, lamps, coffeemachine, microwa-
ve, books, pencils, etc.
B: Big place-built office desk and toilet.
Rent it out to freelancers, start-up 
companies or bored office monkeys in 
suits that’s in desperate need of a more 
inspiering envirnoment. 
00.01_TEAM WORK 00.03_HOW TO BUILD IT?
00.02_CONCEPT
Team work is more then 11 vs 11 and a ball. To broaden the target groups 
who use Stigsborg will the ”team-working station” located in east, as 
far away from bridge between Aalborg and Nørresundby as possbile 
along the path, focus on co-work instead of only sports. The concept 
is about creating temporary, energy effective and mobile office spaces 
along the path to attract some of the creative start-up companies and 
freelancers from Aalborg over to the other side of the fjord and in to 
the area. Creating a attractive working environment by the harbor 
front of Nørresundby, close to the nature and exercise path. What 
could possibly be better then being neighbor with activity path when 
you run dry of ideas? 
North Jutland is full of old campers that can be bought cheaply and 
transformed for this purpose. The municipality, together with some 
young start-ups in need of cheap office space could build the first 
three co-wogns and create an organisations in charge of renting out 
the office campers. If it’s a success, more co-wogns could be built 
along with other facilities to complement the working environment,  
as well as the public activity path around Stigsborg. When the area is 
ready to be built, the co-wogns could be moved to other places 
around the city and be turned in to a part of Aalborgs business 
environment. Can the smart city allow us to rethink our office spaces?
Co-work [koh-wurk]: The art of working together
Campingvogn [kam-pin-vogn]: The Danish word for a camper
Co-wogn [koh-vogn]= Co-work + Campingvogn
STIGSBORGS 
CO-WOGN
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00.04_HOW TO POWER IT?
MONOCRYSTALLINE SOLAR PANELS
LAPTOPS
LAMPS
COFFEE MACHINE
MICROWAVE OVEN
TOTAL CONSUMTION
140 kWh/m2 x  6m2 = 840m2/year
840/365 = 2,3kWh/day
0,05 kWh/hour
3 laptops*0,05*8hours= 1,2kWh 
0,1 kWh/hour/room
0,1*6 hours= 0,6kWh
1000 watts = 8 cups
1000 watts*10 minutes= 0,2kWh 
Regualar microwave= 800 watts 
800 watts*15minutes= 0,2kWh
Six square meters of monocrystalline solar panels is enough to power 
three laptops for a working day of eight hours, light for six hours, and 
supply the office workers with eight cups of coffee and warm food. The 
total consumption is estimated to 2,2 kWh/day. 
HOW DOES IT WORK?
The mobile application can be used to unlock/book a place or a whole Co-wogn. Every office camper has place for 3-4 
people. To be able to book a Co-Wogn you have to pay a low monthly subscription for the general maintenance, except of 
that, the rent is based on how much energy you consume. If the solar power isn’t enough and you need to connect to the 
power grid, the user pay for the costs.
THE SOCIAL PARAMETER
The application adds both a digital and a social layer to the co-wogns. Through the application it is possible to meet other 
users, see their portfolio/linked-in, connect with them and book office spaces together. There is also a internal job bank, 
or employment office where local companies can reach out or where the users can ask for help. Their is also a maintenan-
ce section where the users can help with the regular maintenance of the mobile offices to reduce their rent.
=
=
=
=
00.05_TIME FRAME
00.06_APP INTERACTION
21:00 100%
 YOUR CO-WOGN
MEET THE OTHER CO-WOGNERS
CO-WOGN EMPOLYMENT OFFICE
ERROR REPORT/FEEDBACK
PROFILE
ALEX’S
CONFIGURE
SEE WHO YOU ARE WORKING WITH!
BOOK A PLACE IN A CO-WOGN, SEE YOUR ENERGY CONSUMPTION,
NEED HELP? SHARE YOUR IDEAS/PROBLEMS WITH THE OTHERS CO-WOGNERS
AND SEE IF YOU CAN FIND A SOLUTION TOGETHER.
REPORT PROBLEM WITH ANY OF THE CO-WOGNS OR GIVE FEEDBACK
ON WHAT WE CAN IMPROVE.
SPRING
2017
SUMMER
2017
SPRING
2018
SUMMER
2018
AUTUM
2019
AALBORG
OFFICE NOMADS
The three first office 
campers are ready to use!
The three office campers
are used as service points
during the big DGI-Camp
The six office campers are
ready to move aw ay from the
Stigsborgs area to find new 
temporary homes in A alborg. 
Three more office campers
are built and exhibited during
”CAMPING 2018”in A alborg.
Danmarks biggest camper 
exhibition. The theme is:
”The Office Nomad” 
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Epilogue 
Since smart city as a phenomenon in urban design is a relatively new theme, an urban design 
studio of this kind should be observed as a testbed of new ideas and approaches. In that 
perspective the knowledge and methods produced during this course is of interest to further 
exploration within the theme. We will therefore in in briefly reflect upon the potentials and 
challenges in teaching revealed during the course of this studio.
 
Because of the cutting-edge position the smart city phenomenon has in the contemporary 
society, new discoveries, projects, and concepts are being unveiled from day to day. The 
field is in great development and constantly evolving. This proves to be a challenge when the 
themes are supposed to be grasped and shaped into an understandable description to the 
students. What to include, and what to exclude. In the duration of this course, this challenge 
was approached by involving several actors, both academic and practitioners in clarifying 
different aspects of the subject, combined with time for the students to explore the subject 
on their own. This resulted in a more nuanced, complex, and diverse understanding of smart 
city across the groups, which in turn gave a wider variety of results, which is evident in this 
booklet.
 
Each of the lectures in the course was accommodated by a workshop related to the given 
presenter’s field of work, study, or methods. This further added to the nuanced understanding 
of the subject, activated the presented knowledge, and tried to join theory and practice. 
As several of the presenter’s material was practice-oriented, the workshops proved to be 
an interesting approach to initiating a preliminary design process, which the students also 
seemed to appreciate.
 
The dual focus in the design studio, first in groups on the overall strategy, and second on the 
individual intervention within the framework of the strategy, proved to shape an interesting 
way of working in a design studio. The groups chose to approach this dualistic design task 
very differently, as some worked little on the strategy giving more time to the individual task, 
and others invested a small effort on the intervention following a well-tuned strategy. This 
stimulated an interesting group dynamic, and gave room for different approaches to the 
assignment.
 
Lectures and workshops were mainly introduced in the beginning of the course, and thus made 
a clear distinction between when the studio focused on theory and establishing knowledge 
and when the focus was on practice and design. A more intertwined approach may have 
resulted in an improved theoretical understanding, and a more theoretically informed design. 
Overall an intertwined approach was attempted, but for the next iteration of this studio an even 
more intertwined method may advantageously be explored.
 
Finally we would like to extend thanks to all the students and lecturers involved in this studio 
for their all their contributions, enthusiasm and hard work.
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